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Our selection and
personalized
service set
you apart.

Student Discounts
Draft Beer ¢ 75¢

Domestic Beer ® $1.25
Imported Beer ¢ $1.75
ell Drinks ¢ $1.50
75¢ off food items

BRIDAL,

Open . 4 hts a week
440
F ST

EUREKA DOWNTOWN
« M-Sat 10-5:30
Bridesmaid and Mother-of-the-Bride Dresses Ya
Bridal Gowns, Ze

Closedi bundaye
Kitchen Serving until
11p.m.
no smoking please

$129.95

SALE
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Quad

A panel discussion with audience
participation
12-1 p.m.

Wednesday, March 25

“Raising the Next
Generation
Without Prejudices”
Panel members include
Jewish Student Union members

as well as Prof. Sam Oliner and

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS —
AMERICA'S

COLLEGE

Last Chance for Graduation

Delivery is April 10th, 1992

RIN

G™

Details at

| HSU Bookstore

Jostens Representative will be at the HSU Bookstore March 23" thru 25"

Prof. Nathan Smith

MeChA presents “Don't Call he Hispanic”
Co-Sponsored by BON, sietA MeChA, J8U, VES
tm In case of rain panels will be held ia eiher
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~
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Environmental
major considered
despite budget woes

_.

Fee fort

Q Committees say implementing an
environmental ethics and technology major
would be a ‘valuable addition’ involving little

extra funding.
By Dan Thompson
HSU could have a new environmental studies major in 1993,

pending continued reviews and final approval.
Describing the proposed major oo Peace ethics and technology — as “a natural for HSU,”
neering Professor Peter
Lehman said it would be a “valuable ad ition to the university.”
ident
for academic affairs and oneof the
Manuel Esteban, vice
administrators invol
in the final decision, said the original plan
he saw was “quite interesting.”
The
is “talking
about issues that are exceptionally
important,”

he said. “We need it.”

To gain approval, a new major must go through a series of review
panels where su
tions and changes may be made.
through the department and
At this point the proposal has
college committees, the first two stages of the process.
to the university curriculum committee, although
It will
is not yet scheduled, Lehman said.
a review of the pro
Academic Resources Allocation Committee
Following that,
(ARAC) will

review the costs.

site Dean of Undergraduate Studies Whitney Buck said the
would not be expensive.
It’ ceemeencietinny:
8
it doesn’t need to have a lot of stuff started

On an average night, about 20 students
camp out at Wilsonville, a shanty town
erected almost two weeks ago to protest

‘omeEa

proposed fee increases and gather
signatures for a letter-writing
campaign.

ie

after the ARAC, is of the

already
exists,” he said.
CSU Chancellor Barry

been passed without any increases,” said
Jesse Poppick.
Pictured are: (left to right) Jason

Almost 800 postcards and more than 600 who slept in the shanty the first night.

be “basically repackaging what

same opinion. The major would

letters have been malted, organizers sald.

Munitz would make a decision after listen-

“Wilsonville
will exist until a budget has

For recent development
with the sfee

increase situation,
see story on page 5.

See New major, page 4

Remodeling project planned for Bookstore
Q The

e

toristentatively plannedfornext _If sales increaseas

expected to have a

new look and easier
by next fall.

and receiving.

shipping

Audisio
©

Boo

moana L eridee ell expend

Co

retail floor spaceand reduce storin April, the Book-

age. This area will be the new

“1 am convinced it is worth-

“acomsignofthestoreincludes

aural Il be getting a $370,000
interior face-lift.
while to remodel because the
consultant has a ae track
,
record,” said Dan

. =i te

15,” Nordstrom said.

the renovation in April

Total cost for the renovation is
estimated at $370,700. Of that
will come from
amount,$170,700
the bookstore reserve fund and

$200,000 will come from the

renovWes. a

re

Re-

The Bookstore will remain _ finished.
open during the early stagesof | “Our goal is to re-open July

In June, bookstore services
will be moved to the Kate

more staff will be needed,
Nordstrom said.

rate project
‘summer in a
funded by the stateand the University Center, Nordstrom said.
The first phase will start in

Buchanan Room for twoto three
weeks while the project is being

lan to hire from the
is _ ranks of the students,” he said.

ng the lookof the placeto
increase sales,” Gjerde said.

easier for the disabled.
Addition of an exterioreleva-

Bookstore is

access

books and diskettes.”
“Basically the remodel

matic door in the center of the
west wall will also make access

HSU

ae

“The Bookstore operates as a

commercial fund account, and

home for textbooks.
Nordstrom said interior rede-

there are certain regulations —
you cannot subsidize your book-

bination of taller and low fixspace
tures,” which will increase
Sreeren gener

money or student money,”
Nordstrom said.
Bookstore funds and UC

The new a

Center Board and the Bookstore

phy is Be ya of

Advisory Committee.

will proined
layout
Astreaml

for ythe
vide better accessibilit

store with state general fund

The
funds must be kept separate.

many

sets bookUC Board of Directors

tohave

bookstore profits will be used

ve

on the

more

how
store policy and determines

he said.
needs, re
for booksto

“The Bookstore brings in
manny from sales, it pays its
its inventory
it buysees,
employ
it pays its rent and insur| ance,” he said. “After those
things are taken care of what-

said. “You can’ taol itifi'sback
in storage.”
An expanded computer deva_—partment will stock a
software,
hardware,
oe
supplies,
9 cae yn
pena

disabled and is in cumeliance
federa)
with Title III of the
ans
with DisabilitiesAct,
Americ
which became law on Jan 26.
“We have areas that, if you're
are very difmobility
ficult to get to,” said University

ever is left over goes in the sav-

ings

Center Director BurtNordstrom. signed almost 20 years ago ote

dents’ needs have changed,” he
|...
said. waataes

“The aisles are wider in the
new design so it will be easier to
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Discover Kinko's

New major

true colors.

© Continued from page 3

Discover the impact of

said
ing to the post-secondary education commission. Buck
inclined to take this step, and that Munitz is
tz
would be
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and copy your
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All frames 20%-50% off
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In-Stock Frames

20% off

Custom Frames

20% off

(ordered 3/17-28)

not required to heed the commission's advice, only

Buck said the idea for the program came from students,
us
whose interest is deemed high enough to warrant serio
consideration.
five
“T estimate we'll have 200 (students in the major) within
years,” he said.
Declining enrollment and state budget cuts last year led to
the phasing out of two majors: the home economics nutrition
and hearing.
influence and
r of arts in education is eee
maste
the
,
~ Inaddition
out and industrial technology has been put on probation, a

In-Stock Metal Lengths 40% off
,
erblack)
(Silver, pewtgold,

Discontinued Frames
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é
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|
Open 7 Days
822-8712

16th
& G St. - ARCATA
445-3334
Sth
& V St. - EUREKA

i
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HSU President Alistair McCrone, with the advice of Esteban,

the Academic Senate and the ARAC.
When asked about the possible addition of a new major in
light of the recent cuts, Esteban said cuts in one area do not
mean ad vances cannot be made in others.
He said the university should be “flexible enough” to see
and respond to student needs.
In developing the program, Buck said that similar programs
at other universities were studied.
“There are a number of other environmental studies majors
in the (CSU) system, and there’s a very good program at
University of California, Santa Cruz,” he said.
He said authorization, usually granted as effective the following fall, is too late coming to be ready for this fall.
Hoping for authorization for fall 1993, Buck said all that will
remain i nore is granted will be “telling the students
about it and scheduling the classes.”
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State reconsiders fee increase

Campus]

@

®@

QO After an Assembly committee

Proposed fee hike, given the subcommittee's

votes to limit fee increases to 10

She said the subcommittee was adhering to

teases ee Oy Oe

legislators for more money.

sald Kieanh, who tall te ola
had on tupac,”
tion year may have played a role in the
subcommittee’s decision.

Peter
Finegan
LUMBERJACK STAFF
The California Legislature ma
t mercy to
CSU students threatened by 240 parent fee
increase proposal.
The Assembly Waysand Means Subcommittee
on Education voted 5-0 last Wednesday to limita
fee increase to 10 percent. The subcommittee also
voted to divert $30 million from the CSU Lottery
Endowment account to offset the fee increase.
“There's been a long line of battles and this isa
small victory,” said Kris Klamm, HSU’s representative to the California State Student Association. “It’s a positive sign, but it’s not over yet.”
The subcommittee’s vote is only a recommendation to the entire Assembly Ways and Means
Committee, which will consider the issue later
this month. The issue will go before the full
Legislature Sept. 1.

$137.7 million CSU budget deficit, would cost

|

c

CaS
| {ryistee

The Associated Students
Council voted unanimously
Monday to approve a resolution aie for the resignation
of Arneze Washington,

CSU student trustee.

HOT

the

Among the week's events
are an origami workshop, art
and photo exhibits,a kiteshow
and picnic, filmsand concerts.
For a complete listing of
events, times and places, call
CenterArts at 826-4411.

— Heather Boling

He has been the target of
criticism from students since
he voted Jan. 14 in favor of the
40 percent fee increase.

Activities stress
rape awareness

Washington has said he was
not aware of student opposi-

A panel discussion on sexual
harassment, presentations,
and

tion to an increase.

a Survivor's Walk are among
the scheduled events in recog-

The resolution reads, in part,

Washington is “unable to properly represent
the opinions and
needs of the students of the

nition of Campus Rape Awareness Week, March 23-27.

— Devanie Anderson

— Heather Boling

(CSU).”

More information is at the
Women’s Center at 826-4216.

@ More information on campus events is in the Calendar. Page 27.
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The festivities kicked off

HSU students $372 more per year. The fee revenue is expected to generate $116 million.

Klamm said it’s unlikely that the Legislature
would go ahead with the CSU Board of Trustees’

|

- ogee of Asian/Pa-

“I don’t think our

s been wasted.”
Although Klamm attributed the action to student pressure, she said, “Some legislators may
have been morally opposed to
from the
beginning.”
According to Associated Press es gt CSU
Chancellor
Munitz conceded
Friday at
San Diego State that fees may not increase by 40
percent, but urged students to “cajole and
threaten” California legislators to give CSU more
moneyor suffer a decline in educational quality.
“If you succeed in cutting the fee increase and
we failin getting more tax (revenue), either there
will be fewer of you, or there will be less of an
education for those of you whoare here,” Munitz
told a crowd of students.
The proposed increase, suggested by Gov.
Pete Wilson to help compensate for a projected

'

Te fitiawen tosses

ASC

Students to go after the

'

See ar

Be Duls, Ait Wane soP tse would require a

percent, Chancellor Munitz tells
.
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-3mm hood
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Mon.- Sat. 11-9p.m.

Sun. 12-7p.m.

Valley West Shopping Center
Arcata

822 - 4507

A few doors down from Car!l’s Jr
North from H.S.U. off Hwy. 101
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McCrone reminisces about his ‘rocky’ past

QO Before becoming
HSU's President,
geologist Alistair

oil companies

another worker

—

to cut tent poles

at age 19 as a
draftsman. At

and set up camp
before therest of
the team arrived

22 years
of age,

McCrone mapped

McCrone

for oil in Canada.

well-site geolo-

worked

as a

ist
in
his
ometown of

Bh

Saskatchewan,

McCrone started working for

days

ieee ter

i u-

ating reas the
University of
Saskatchewan,

Regina,

Long before becoming HSU’s
president, Alistair McCrone
gained practical experience in
geology working with “roughguides
necks,” Native American
explorwith
and others involved
ingand mapping the Yukon and
Northwest
Territories of
Canada, turning stones in pursuit of oil.

several

McCrone_re-

where he was
born in 1931.

ceived a Shell
Oil Fellowship
to support his

Before taking

charge of exuate studploration
parAlistair
McCrone
rouenns
ties,
he paid his
of Nebraska, finishing there in
dues as an assistant geologist.
1955.
“I became pretty proficient
mobile,”
“We were hi
with an ax,” McCrone said.
his
or
ne,
McCro
said
As an assistant he was often
paralwhich
—
eer
seasonal car
dropped off by helicopter with

tolerance for discomfort.
ten, when disembarking

leled his college geology studies
— in industry as a field
chief for Shell Oil Co. in 1958.

from aircraft to sample rock outcrops, the team would have to

“It was a great challenge to

wade
muskegs, a type
of marsh containing thick layers

workunder difficult conditions,”

field party chief ’

ene
= Asa

of decaying vegetable matter.
McCrone said the bog would

McCrone led a five-man team,
including a cook, helicopter mechanic, pilot and geology assistant, camping for weeks at a time
in wilderness areas accessible
only by aircraft.
“We would waitin May for the
ice to break up on the lakes,” he
said. “As soon as the ice would
break away from the shore we

also breed countless bugs,
namely mosquitoes
and “no-see-

ums,” the nickname fora microscopic gnat that would bite and

cause extreme irritation.
“In some places the mosquitoes would surround me in
clouds while I was trying to do
field work or look at a map,” he
said. “It would drive you mad. It
was awful.”
Herecalled one summer when
his team had to disposeof a bothersome bear, even though he had
heard others moving and sniffing outside his tent.
“The bear was terrifying our
cook,” he said. “(The cook) was
so shaken that he asked to be
transferred. He left us soon after
that incident.”
Flying in helicopters, the team
would explore and map areas
with the aid of aerial photographs. McCrone would visit
rock exposures, take samples
back to the
thesamples
and
Shell lab in Calgary.
McCrone said the helicopters
in the 1950s were not always
reliable, and that the cooling fan
belts on their engines would
sometimes snap. His st would
have to land i
iately and
replace them with spares. Once,
the helicopter
battery went dead
and he and his
partners made
makeshift
beds of spruce boughs
until a search-and-rescue team
arrived.
“Atnight I would draw maps,
and make plans for the following day,” said McCrone, who
said summer light in the north
was brightenoughin theevening
toreadanewspaperat midnight.
Periodically, the
exploration
team would be visited by top
Shell executives. On one visit

would fly in our pontoon plane

to bring in supplies to set up

camp.”

He said he remembers having

e 21
as June
snowon his tentas lat

one year.

Besides waiting for the thaw,

McCrone and his team often en-

countered conditions requiring a

Students who make
a difference
Susan

Hamblen

Susan is a student who makesa difference.

Tense?
Stressed?

Tight?

She has worked for |

CenterArts for three years — graduating from the Ticket Office
and Concessions to front office administrator on Tuesdays and
Thusdays. She juggles the demands of CenterArts with a full
academic load and a boisterous 3-year old. This semester she

is also a YES volunteer with the 4-H L.E.A.P. Program.

a

—

Susan

now runs CenterArts Artists & Schools Program and her
supervisor says,“she is a terrific
does what she says she's going
cheerful attitude, and makes the
to work.” Susan is a Senior Liberal
Sponsored by: Activities ota
Residence Hall Association, Student

program administrator. She
to do, with a smile and a
office glad to see her coming
Studies major.

Sherie'L. Otteson, LVN-CMT
555 H Street, Suite F

Associated Students, Humboldt Orientation Program,
University Center, and Lumberjack Enterprises

To nominate a student for this ad please co
They are available at: 214 Nelson

Eureka

(707)442-5498
Il make you melt on
the table

a nomination form.
East, 826-3361

“What A Great Experience!”

McCrone met James Doolittle of

Learning the Language.
Meeting People. Coming face to
face with history, art and architecture, culture, food and fun.

See McCrone, page 7

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention.
Fully accredited - courses transfer
to your school. We provide great
classes in intensive language,

history, anthropology, art,
business, economics, political
science...Organized field trips

and more.

3 bedrooms,

You provide the enthusiasm...

Ore

Studies
Univerniversity
sity
Stud

came

Library - 322

Call Joe

Abroad Consortium
University of Nevada

Reno, Nevada 89557-0093

(702) 784-6569
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445-8611
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World War II fame, at the time

vice
a

ent of the company’s
division,
and Dr. Mon-

roe Spaght, who later became
chairman of Shell’s worldwide

"McCrone
and others relished
the fish from the
lakes.

“I swear this is not a ‘fish
story,” he said. “But the fish
would cae
out of the

water
at the end of the dock and

grab bread at the end of a hook.”
Atonecampsite McCroneand
his peers found an old fish net
from an abandoned Indian
camp.They fashioned it into a
volleyball net and asked Shell to
send ina volleyball with the next
shi
t of food to play games
in the evening. Falls were rough,
he said, because the game was
played on cobbles and pebbles
rather than sand.
Though McCrone concedes a
career in the oil industry may
have been far more lucrative
than
academia, he took a different direction. He said
uate research led him gradually towards a college career.
“In the process of doing thesis
projects for master’s and doctorated
I became interested
in scholarly research,” said
McCrone, referring to his research, done
vely at the
University of Nebraska and the
University of Kansas, the latter
at which he received his doctor-

Remodel
© Continued from page 3
bank,”
he said.
“It’s going to deplete
a fair
of our savings, but
snot
to make
it necesto increase
the prices,”
Nodstrom said.
Fixture
costs are estimated
at $178,000, which includes
bookshelves, counters, dis-

play tables, dothingracksand

Construction
costs are esti-

mated at $129,000.
An
of $30,000 is

estimated

for a project coor-

(ampecier
ns
r seepetante
nsible for
code
com
ior
or $33,700 is
for cost overruns.

The University Centeries
t
therectorsdrecton
of
board
of
di
consisting of students,

faculty
and alumni.
Nordstrom reports to the

University Center board and

is responsible for management of all UC
programs

which include the
ter, University

Cen-

Ticket Office,

11-8 six days a week
1535 G Street, Arcata
822-1225

Center Arts, Center Activities

and the Bookstore.
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- SWEATSHIRTS
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© Continued
from page 6

dinator, who will be hired to
supervise and coordinate

SCREENPRINTING

op)

Hours: Mon.- Sat.
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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ae

7 Sunny Brae Center
Arcata
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McCrone

ter your size,

No

fit

can

we

STICKERS

- BUMPER

you!

- TIE-DYES

ate in 1961.

Later, as a geology professor
at New York University, he
worked in Long Island Sound
and the Hudson River Estuary,
where
he studied sediments,
chemistry
and pollution (including fallout from Chinese nuclear
weapons testing).
“And that’s how I assumed a
career in the academic world,”
McCrone said. “It was nota conscious, momentary decision, but
there has been no regret and
much satisfaction.”

The University
of Directors

Needs
Student Board Members

for 1992 — 1993
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¢ Policy Decision Making
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e Facilities Management
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Students: Close
to Campus!
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Welcome Students!

2297 Jacoby Creek Road

We accept:

6” adults
$4 children under 10/seniors
A Benefit for

Julie Fulkerson

for Supervisor

Featuring:
Arcata Hotel
Casa De Que Pasa
Casa Lindra Salsa
Finnish Country

Sauna & Tubs
Flour Garden Bakery

Folie Douce
Gemini Cafe
Gold Rush Coffee
Hey Juan Burritos
Los Bagels Co., Inc.

Paul Barrett
Tofu Shop

i.

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Pacific Rim
Computers

th

Anniversary

386SX-16
Color System

Save up to 75% on Tremendous
Selection of Clearance Items in

All Departments

60% off Velvet Suits & Dresses * 50% off Raw
Silk Suits * 40% off Endless Knot, Thin Air,
Embroidered Thai Jackets, Cut-Loose Jersey,

Goouch Men’s Silk Shirts, U.R.U Separates °
40% Silver Chains & Bangles, Thai & Balinese
Sterling, Zealandia Designs Paua Shell & Silver
Women’s, Children’s &
© 30% off We-Be-Bop
PLUS Sizes * 20% off All Shoes-Leather &
Canvas ° 10 % off Storewide!
Fri. ¢ Sat. ° Sun. ¢ Mon.
March 20-23

CALL for more information

822-7411
In the Seeley- Titlow Bldg.
9701 St. - Arcata, SA:

area

This view of the Mad River near the
mouth shows part of its northward
The mouth is now in the
of the photograph,

instead of to the south near the top
of the
where
it used to
be. The beech area in between has
been cut off from Clam Beach by the
tiver’s movement.

JOHN BARASH

THE LUMBERJACK

Mad River encroaches on Clam Beach
Oy

has moved

eee Aeteeen

north from near

School Road in Mi

to

just south
of Clam
driving
north on U.S.
101 past M
le, cresting
the hill by the point overloo
Clam Beach and finding the
beach
gone.
CalTrans is working to keep
that possibility from becoming
reality as the mouth of the Mad
River wanders northward.
In 20 years the river’s mouth

In March 1990, it moved 600

feet in two days, and since then
it has been moving north in
spurts of a few feet to several
hundred
feet at a time.
_ Now the river is threatening
Clam Beachand 101,prompting
CalTrans to step in to try and
the river’s migration.
stop
t we're doing is lining

on layersof
smaller rocks, which
in
turn
covers
a heavy woven
(Rock Slope Protection),” said
fabric that
ts sand from
Debra Harmon, Chief of the Enwashed away by water.
vironmental
Branchof
The RSP will run along the
CalTrans. The project was
highway for 600 feet, and then
started in late December, and is
turn west toward the ocean. The
to be finished someriver’s mouth has moved so
time in May or June.
much because it eats away easat
The cost is now estimated
$3 million,$1 million more than _ ily at the sand lining the banks.
the river's velocityitcanat
With
__ was originally contracted.
timesmovegreatdistancesvery
RSP consists of large rocks,
rapidly, Harmon said.
500 pounds to four tons, sitting
the northernmost
bank with RSP

Q Spina bifida patient

living near Trinidad is one

of many who suffers the

‘al
pain: of a federal decision.

design

“war on
government's

law enforcement
of illegal
to rid society
produced many inno-

drug use,

cent casualties.
d

People who may be effected most
Be

Paterson said she has be eight ma-

surgeries, one
one ae
PfDac: Surgeries,

that

he ribs

tion left her nearly six

inches shorter than before.

The federal

effort

side-to-side curvature of

eae

That

TER
” the

exposed spinal cord.Shealsohassevere

those whose lives are a

meay battle to enjoy the smallest

She also has had 30-40 spinal taps,a

the insertion of
procedure that involves
appre needle into the —
yA
to examine cerebrospinal

fluid,

oe Snes care, De Saawe

eet

of pressureon

the

in severe
on’s
back is always
sure of the quality of life most of us _- Patters

take for granted — terminally ill and _ pain. In 1989, she decided to rely solely

handicapped

juana for pain control.

who use mari-

Peggy Patterson, 31, a tem

couloune
the

fections, and

ess
which
due to leakage
and brittlen

travels up her spine because of the

came from out of town
Candidate Dwain Goforth, who has

nationwide who al-

raised about $700, criticized the amount

the

will continue to receive it

t. Twenty-eight

and Drug Administration (FDA) a

proval to legally obtain the drug

not receive any, and the government

of money Blaser has received from out-

side Arcata.

their votes,
ates
ought to earn
“Candid

who were granted Food

other

wil

not buy them,” Goforth said. “It’s the

voters of Arcata that should decide, not

the well-to-do of McKinleyville or Se-

attle.”

said

intimidated by Blaser’s financial advan-

cations.

ee

cal drugs.

resultinginabulge

bone deterioration

the $5,797 he had raised as of Feb. 29

tends to be “poorer folks,” said he’s not

half an hour later your take two more to

created complicationssuch
spina
as severe viral infections, urinary in-

Blaser said roughly 15 to 20 percent of

complicate patients’

for medical

ready

a a

Council candidate Lou

their entire cam

Se Og

medical conditions.

Only 13

City

“This gives us a wonderful opportu-

her pain, af-

yand asectionof another and it doesn’t do the job, and

caused, or how it can be cured.
t Patterson’s life, the
Thro

oni

Arcata
ee

ter a six-year addiction to pharmaceuti-

actually worked to

and take
minutes later you turnaround

Physicians do not know how it is

oldie

option

all other applihas stopped processing

cord, is not

in the victim's back.

that

‘substance that

on marijuana, the

F she auld.. “Bure, youyo
si huthdeles spina Inipinabifids four tow ax hours”
acongenital
cases, the spine, which normally en- take one, but that’s not doing the job,30
closes the entire

vs

now makes
Service

which surrounds the entire surface of

Serene

CMSERIASC ETA

a soount decision by the aoe

might

tion,” said DennisGrinsell,

on
Trans’ resident
—theMad River project. ° edon’t
know if it will be the permanent
but we do know it prosolution,
tects CalTrans facilities.”

By Jeanette Good

government

apg (“sad

oun. samc

will stop the river's northward

Snare
Henaee
ie
contributions

ends

tried wunmaconeetlly to obtain mart

se

take three to eight
“Weceeenavetinands wall

es

program
progr

ana as medicine
Mariju
hl

CalTrans hopes the RSP will
buy them enough time to come
up with a
t solution
for the
lem, which could

relieve the pain.
Ee

ee

you passoutorsomething.
you wakeup you’restillinalotof

for the Netonal Orgaataationn Sor the
Laws (NORML)

Reform of

ina

—?

a

ahe said.

and her husband Jerry have

“Money doesn’t scare me,” he said.
“Arcata Stic are intelligent voters.

interview from Wash-

notslickThey like to receive information,

Pierre said 34 U.S. states have

Candidates were required to file mid-

Cc.

medical use of marijuana to

who can

necessity.

ness.”

cam

finance disclosures with the

city last week. Carl Pellatz was second in

ve a constituency
“We
out there whoare amiable and open to

the race to raise money with $3194, and
Moore had raised $1,658.

“If the people who aren’t getting

outside Arcata, citing that incumbents

use of marijuana,”
pain and you take two more, or four the idea of medical
:
he said.
cer
ere

can’tbreak. gotbetter results fl

Goforth, who said his constituency

page 11
See Medicine,

Biaser said he hasn’t heard any
tion to candidates receiving funds

op sifrom

Victor Schaub and Lynne Canning have
See Money, next page

Q What role should HSU play in the future of Arcata?
Dwain Goforth — The _ siastic students provide thou-to
sands - volunteer meats
of Fis toot aunties
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to Arcata an
all these benfor
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forlocal
Elizabeth Lee —Itisdif- _ living
y for

importheate
ficult to overst

tance of HSU to Arcata.

It is our major employer, a

purchaser of goods, has

7.000 students who use our
housing, support our shops,
restaurants, etc. Many good

have come to usinthe

past

with

our

I l liketo see this interwou
action increased. For all of us
Gary

for tourists and possibl

ire

place to live, thecul

recre-

ational and sports activities at

HSU are a major attraction.

Arcata needs to work diliwith HSU to keep this

relationship

positive and

strong.

now,and

hopefully in the future of Ar-

cata.

community fine arts center,

—

the future decisions in Arcata
.
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l
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HSU and the City of Arcata

Paul “TEX” Butterfield

cal stores and restaurant— sas

se of
the number
— There are many ways HSU _ well as increa

can play a greater role in imArcata’s future.

winter and sanees ps.
increased revenue

The

from the

One way is for HSU to help

“bed tax” would more than pay

more stable year-round by becoming a site for more

r
in Arcata.
—_dinato
This is yet another way

Arcata’s economy become

and international
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fora full-time conference coorArcata will win.
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HSU
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g
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recourage development of
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search by HSU.
Expansion of environmental and oceanic research are
possibilities. More frequent
seminars and special study
projects attracting visitors to

:

HSU, ’ through ex .

city, becoming a vital factor in

HSU

-
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fee
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fund many pub!
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Sam Pennis
instructor in the RPI
former
a
been and will continue to bea
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I know first-hand the
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major force in the social
a quality unihaving
of
value
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of
economic well
Arcata.
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versity
_
and
faculty
s,
HSU student
partThe city and HSU are
staff contribute greatly to the
healthier
ners and both will be
irevicumrecery
if wecontinuethat partnership.
importantly, the HSU community contributes cultural activi-

| _ ties, professional skills, research

Victor Schaub — Unlike

in municipal elections — not

have a positive relationship

erty or where their parents live,

many other college towns, we
with Humboldt State.

opinions and community volunteers to list just a few.

as some

contended.

HSU is a major reason why
The student community is a
Sees Mame neigh
Anette
andan
city
le
the
to
asset
uab
val
ities. HSUis
commun
boring
the
of
part
l
integra
cultural and social spice of life
which makes us strong.
plays a major role in the future in Arcata!

and should continue
of
to do so.
for
I believe it’s im
the student community to vote

the university toattend as much
Lou Blaser — More
ble to the community
as
sho
priately, the
students and faculty,
of
needs
_
should
ask what role Arcata
lly
in areasof recreation
especia
HSU.
of
future
the
ble housing.
afforda
and
itsculity,
with
univers
Council and staff
City
The
recreand
ional
educat
tural,
guided in their efshould be
ies, is atreational o
forts by a University Advisory
mendous asset to the commuCommitteeof students,admin- nity — all of which are over-

theeconomicstaby
shadowed

bility it provides. Arcata should
play the role of a facilitator between private enterprise and

capabilities, interns, diverse

just where students own prop-

istrators and faculty to keep

abreast of issues and needs important
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Part 3 of a 6-part series by Robert Britt, Community Editor

Money

Campaign

© Continued from page 9
received funds from out of town
in
previous elections.

e said many of his out-of-

town contributions came from

people who boycotted Arcata
esses last year and from
people “who want change in

contributions

the following amounts,
Candidates for Arcata City Council have raised
mpaign
according to their mid-cafinance
disclosure
or donor of
report the amount
not required toes
are idat
week. Cand

contribu
lesstions
than $100.
Candidate

Lou Blaser

Amount raised

Some plus-$100 contributions

@ Hatchery
funding
proposed

$5,797

Arcata.”
He said he has also received a

substantial amount of support

from Arcata residents.
Blaser said 25

t of his

funding came from the sale of $2

raffle tickets for a cord of wood
that he will cut and deliver him-

self. He said the majority of the
tickets were bought by Arcata

residents.
Incumbent councilmembers
Victor Schaub and Elizabeth Lee

each reported less than $500 in
contributions. Sam Pennisi and

Goforth both stated they exto take in less than $1,000

elec wil | Paul “Tex” 9 Butterfield $200
The City Cound nigh.
the entire

be held April14.

the 1992-93
fiscal year.

The
tax will go to citiesin the

The Lembarjack

Medicine

Hong

was

© Continued
from page 9
marijuana (from the govern-

er

ment) now want it,

reay

“You've got
to put
on the street
ies to Health and Human wo
vices buildings. Even bad
licity is better than no pub!
and that’s what we need at this
point,”
he said.

oe

og ht pageant

ae

Patterson illegally obta
marijuana in her hometownof

, Wash. Her dealer, as

wasto find out later, was a

In early 1990,
Patterson
wan taiiauammelt rime ep
— convinced her to grow a few
marijuana
plantsin the basement
of her house so that “she would
have stash, he would have stash
and everyone
would be
hap y.”
When the police arrested both
the Pattersons, who were not
married at the time, they found
more thana few plants — in fact,
they found 138.
was not aware of the
of plants in the house,
asthebasement
was inaccessible
to her because of her spina bifida.
More than 100 plants
y
results in a mandatory five-year
prison sentence.

The two were arrested and
eventually
with sale,
manufacture and
possession
with intent to distribute within
1,000 feet of a school.

the years — proving that she
had indeed been overdosed repeatedly.
After a two-year battle,

on

two

bation toes givens

[*

As a resultof the trial, the
Pattersons
lost all claim to the

adoption
of a child, which was

St. Pierre called the whole affair “one of the saddest cases I’ ve
ever heard of. This eappedpe
mant)setupa
person). What I want to

is,

what was the compelling
state

interest?”

set a precedent
on the

Tegal if your vg tot etn
now my
re

the state of Wesbingwe i
re. a legitimate Se
to own and possess marijuana. But
she had to get busted
to set the.
Jerry
Patterson said
“The treatment for an adult
bifida survivor is a safe,
ve meansof pain control,”
he said. “That's it, nothing else.
No physical
therapy, no retraining, no bone reconstructions
That’s the only treatment they

trol the d

can conObviously, you

don’t have
——

that kind of control
drugs,” he

tablets Peggy had to take daily.
cul
ata
: where obvimy
harcdicapped,
of pain 24 hours a day,
seven days a week,” he said.
on pharmaceutics Do pu
Do I purpose led my wife back to adction? I

rather
my wife

smoke pot until the day she

died

a way to get awa
dha thot: dp toy ade;
dumping
on meand to use some-

thing

that’s natural. God put
on the earth for some
reason, and I believe it was a
medical purpose, although
do useit
not right that somebody has

tobe forced intoa lifeof

ceutical use when they have a

natural herb they can use,” Peggy

to
woe
gett

, 1 coulddo housesees
“Se ween re
you can
forecase rm
to be

ome”

over there

ea eWith marijuana

Instead of marijuana,
the Public Health Service advocates the
use of Marinol, a synthetic form
of marijuana’s active ingredient.
Feesy said she was put on
250 mg that had a satin of
mg. per tablet, and the efSound 12 hours. By law, the
potency
was reduced to 5 mg., a
dosage used primarily for nausea control
for chemotherapy
patients.
“Five milligrams won't do
anything for pain control,” Jerry
Patterson said.
The cost of Hegeey. ey drugs
can
be painful
in itself. Jerry
Patterson said the cost of the
Marinol with 250 mg. or 5 mg.
potency was$6.85 for the 12 to 18

eo
Harassment
Wednesday March 25
3 to 5 p.m.

eae,
cal di

——,
— no way.

ROBERT BRITT/ THE LUMBERJACK

guess Id rather
go to jail,” in
said.

Peggy and Jerry Patterson are upset that Peggy can't legally

get marijuana for use as a painkiller for her spina bifida.

out ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
ry

Lunch Buffet only $5.95

On the run?
Take-out lunch buffet $5.95
eFull-service menu always available

Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2 P. m.

H9PPY
HOUR

Goodwin Forum

Tues. - Sat.

The HSU Status of Women Committee,
a subcommittee of the Affirmative Action Committee,

5 - 7 p.m.

Tuesday - Chuckwagon

Round Up

$8.95

Wednesday - Pasta Night

$7.95
itotes

iat

hl

Susan Bicknell, Executive Assistant to the
Presiden

$1.50 Beers
$1.75 Well Drinks

Thursday - Thai Night $9.95
Friday - All-You-Can-Eat
Prime Rib

Appetizers:
Fried Mushrooms $1.75
Fried Calamari $2.75

BBQ Ribs $2.75

$10.95

urday - Seafood
Sat

$11.95

Night

Buffalo Wings $2.75

5:30 - 9 p.m.

..and much more

*Students receive 10% discount

(includes tax)

in the dining room

HOTEL ARCATA ON THE PLAZA °¢ 826-0217

?
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Logging museum
site proposed
age that could be shown to the

Menon

Oy Charan

public in a larger facility.

fos

te

laser

A measure

@ for your

ng a new

r Humboldt
logging ra
County will be put on either the

printer cartridge

June or Novem!

~faj?- Guaranteed Recycle Program
~fqjt Free pickup/delivery

ballot.

“Thecurrent|
at Fort Humboldt

countywide

museum
State Park

doesn’t do justice to logging
throughout the state of California,” said Bill Fahey, president

(707) 822-9212

of the Northern Counties Log-

Interpretive Association
r
. “We want to covethe

ae

scans em Ls mee eility

Ss

y

costof the
million for

million for devel

ures do not include the additional restoration and start-up
costs.

Funding for the project
has
not been determined.Fahey sug-

Logging Mu-

Fahey said

roperty

taxpayer fears

co
the

ee

OPEN 7 DAYS

15th & G Streets * Arcata * 822-2942

;

A Frag For At REASONS...

3

Regular 4% & 5
Sale 375 & 47°

act l
Ti i

seum site ison

in Florence, Italy. 7 colors.

Lund

TRADITION

OF GOOD

GOVERNMENT

Robert
Halverson.
The site is
south
of
Arcata
between U.S. 101 and Old Arcata
Road and is bordered by the
and
Bayside Cutoff to the north
Indianola Road to the south.
Thenew facility would include

for elementary school chilwho would stay overnight
and “live exactly like the loggers
did,” Fahey said.
The NCLIA plans to build an
camp in addiauthentic |
exhibits.
logging
tion to the
Fahey said it would be similarto
the program at Sutter’s Fort in
Sacramento.
“We anticipate live oxen pulling logs, a railroad system that

will transport tourists to each

display and a cookhouse similar
to the Samoa Cookhouse,” he
said.
The new facility would have
fully operational steam donkeys
used for skidding logs outof the

er

saw-

l.
Fahey said the NCLIA has

many logging artifacts in stor-

Past Arcata Mayors Alex Stillman, Julie Fulkerson, Dan Hauser,

and Thea Gast Support Current Mayor Victor Schaub

VOTE ABSENTEE!
Re-Elect Victor Schaub
Vote Tuesday, April 14th
or Vote by Absentee Ballot
Paid For By The Friends of Victor Schaub

can be laid to
rest because
“operatirg

by

an “environmental living” pro-

A PROUD

t of the

museum,
and $800,000 annually
for operational costs. These fig-

posed California Redwood

ourlimit
selves to s

Special on Bello Line made

would be $1.6
acquisition,
$2.4

money could come from
astate parksand recreation bond
measure, from
the governments of Eureka, Arcata
and
Humboldt County
and from the
timber indus-

entire state. We are not tryingto

NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY

te Parks

and Recreati on Department, the

costs won’tbe

huge.”

By

comparison,

he said the state railroad museum in Sacramento
has twice as
many staffers and costs twice as

much

to run.

“Some of the o
rs are
because they
probably taxpayers
don’t want to see the tax money
spent,” Fahey said.

Dan Goswick, Klamath district

state park ranger, said, “I don’t
know of any particular group
a

to it.”

recent Times-Standard

article, Goswick said the public
can express su:

or

si-

tion through letters to
and
state lawmakers.
The oo is supported by
lyman Dan
Hauser, DArcata.
oa
an im“Logging
portnat retain ow sate’s devel:
opment,” Hauser stated in a
press release. “We need a museum worthy of its rich and fascinating history — one that
shows its visitors the evolution
of logging methods over the past
100 years.
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Schaub, Pennisi defend art removal | TA nj ght
e.'e@

By Chris
Civie Jackson

eS

last week’s controversial

proenge
man
po |

ee

‘

ee

The story was covered by the San Fran-

ee,

cco

communist
Czechoslovakia
eaten States. Page 17.

viewed
Seattle.

d

student So Ro8
Arcata
Decane of thie content, sev-

officials have
to
charges that the show was censored.
In a written statement, Arcata Ma
Victor Schaub said theincidenthadnoth-

Fis tay

ca’

in

pieces different than

were offended,” said Schaub,
who is also an attorney. “The city man-

ager acted consistent
with present day
em
t law standards applicable

gallery (hanging

re

previously

an artist
who seized the momentto

mote his work through publicity of the

matter,” Schaub said.

fended her

asa diverse community
and a haven
artists.

ee

said.

oe

place
of business and the gallery space is

eS

ore

paintings
were taken down when

20 City Hall

that

onepainting constituted a form of sexual

city, as an employer,
was maintaining a

harassment
and another wasreligiously

sibilities of its employees working in

Fiipsiy, whocutee tothe Untied States

work environment offensive to the sen- _ offensive.
Hall,” he said.
or not a majority
of people

Giip tot Gating

CO

for

Humboldt Transit Authority's

oosees

“he | continue

at

service from Arcata to Col-

Circle and makes stops in

Arcata and at the Bayshore Mall in

think of ourselves,” he said.

from
vakia, accused City Hall
employees
of censorship last

operated
on a

1,and might

ipa

of the Redwoods stops at the

could be perceived by individuals,in | Lj

some cases ways that we would never

2

people
use the service.

Night

nuances to how harassment | leg

ues to

——

regulations,
sepe, | trial
Tight
bus since
service has
basis

tls

to

ntinue

Liz
a

y, there are hundreds of

Schaub

set
e

§ “I do think that it has caused us to
understand better some of the laws that

to have the offend-

“The real issue is whether or not the

City

by

bus

te KIRO in

te
gh
’t think the incident would
have a negative effect on Arcata’s

ing works removed from view.
We

was inter-

ra

the middleof "Areata
ta City Manager Alice Harris de- regarding workplace

aumenes ap isyenoeen emer

take made by the

, the fact is that a number of em-

Crone end Fil

Eureka. Approximately

, saying the city contin-

ride the bus from

by its creative element.

night.

“The city has traditionally enjoyed a

20

people

to CR each

The service allows students and

bus for free withan
reputation for being ex- | faculty toridethe

well-deserved

tremel
ve of the arts,” he said. | 1D. card after 9 p.m.
“That has not changed.”
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RESTAURANT
8th St.
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:
Celebrating
our
3rd Anniversary
.
this month!

Phone: 822-6105
‘The best chinese food
on the North Coast
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Win Gift Certificates!
To celebrate our birthday,
we're giving away gift cer-

tificates! Fill out this cou-

Address

pon and drop it off at Hunan
Plazaby March 31 fora Phone #
chance to win one of the 20
gift certificates! See©
Winners to

737 G STREET
ARCATA, CA
Se

Name

pea for _
NONECESSARY,
PURCHASE

822-2911

be announcedon the
April 8 edition of The Lumberjack.

Enter as often as you wish.
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patagonia’
STAND UP SHORTS:®
Ruggea, durable cotton canvas in original 11-oz. or
lightweight 8-oz. Both versions heavy-duty. Double seat design.
All stress points absolutely reinforced. Cut short and wide for
long stretches and big moves.
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1563 G Street » Northtown Arcata » 826-0851

© Patagonia,
Inc. 1991
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Subscribets The Lumberjack
year
per r
or s$12te
$7 per seme

Featuring3 Whale Bean Coffees
certified organic and
egourmet varities

anie’s Gourmet Gall
P

F St. e Old Town

fee
¢ Eure

OLE NYDAHL
Buddhist Master and Author of
ENTERING THE DIAMOND WAY

Teaching and Meditation
at the

Yoga Center ¢ 890 G Street « Arcata
Saturday « March 21st « 7:00-10:00p.m.

TIBETAN BUDDHISM
WESTERN MIND
(707)822-6898
$10 DONATION
(OPTIONAL)

The Colony Inn
Affordable
JG

as

No Hidden

Living With

oor

“Visit us toc lay -— we are
| now Ln

Food
Mexican
FOR HERE OR TO GO
MARCH ENTERTAINMENT

tani
Personal Compute Lae 7

¢
Typing
¢ Cable
¢ Recreation Room « Bus Stop to HSU
¢ Ample Parking

6-9 p.m.

Margaret Ruchte

Tuesdays

Thad Beckman

Thursdays

¢Vegetarian or Meat

-

__

Please Note:

* No extra charge, for gas, electricity,

water or trash
¢ No extra charge for off street

(one space guaranteed per _

e Sierra Nevada,

¢ No extra charge for cable TV

Anchor Foghorn

RENTAL OPTIONS
(Security Deposit $200)

Steelhead -Light & Dark
on tap

- 5 daily
3
Hour
"Happy
¢ tap beer specials «
854 9th Street, Arcata ~ 822-3441
(under the blue awning between H & I St.)

er

— Month to Month $250 / Mo.

Souases

Coonraee $235 / Mo.

Pr Reduced Summer Rates

4855

Union St.

Arcata

822

Costs
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Surfriders monitor toxicity levels at surf areas
Humboldt
County surfers have united
era to epee | inane a that
are
pumped
into the ocean daily.
The Surfrider Foundation, a national
surfing
tion dedicated to the
on of coastal environments, has
a chapter in Humboldt County.
The increased number of surfers that
have come to the area combined with
many native wave riders have
the formation of this chapter to deal with
the ecological problems off the North
Coast.
“We're going great guns,” said Mark
Harris, an Arcata ee and board
member
of the Humboldt County chapter. “We're getting 100-plus people at
every meeting.

‘

Harris said that he is amazed
at the

number of members in this chapter, because most members are generally
“older” surfers and indigenous to the
area.
One project of the Humboldt County
isto set upa water

ty moni-

toring system called the Blue Water
Task Force. The
of this task
force is to test the water quality at all of
the surf breaks in the
country.
The test, a
project
of the national headin Huntington Beach, involves
sending out
to each chapter
to
test the water
ty of it’sarea. The test
is similarto chlorine tests taken at most
1s. The testis then sent to the national
quarters where it is tested for toxicity and then sent back to the chapter

where
it originated.

Other projectsinvolvesupplyingtrash

steeuemnnn

Two surfers take advantage of swells off the North Jetty,a
popular Humboldt County surf spot. The pulp mill, owned

by Louisiana-Pacific Corp., will reduce its emissions as_
— solved in September.

only

§ “The consent decrees have finally been

county so far at Moonstone Beach, pro-

counsel for the Surfrider Foundation, ina

cans at county

ous

beaches.

beesiiniale

part of an out-of-court settlement with the Surfrider
Foundation last year. The county chapter of the foundation

will monitor the mill's progress.

one trashcan has been approved by the — entered,” said Mark Massara, chief legal
posals for other trash bins have been

telephone interview from San Francisco.

haser beenactivein
The county chapt

now ensure that the mills comply with

discussion will follow.

held its first fund-raising activity atthe

officially complied with the settlement.

Studies in the compatibilization of ni-

“We had more than 150 turn out for

determinations as to which treatment
they will build. Surfrider wants
to build secondary-stage treatmills
the

introduced.

fund raising. On March 6, the chapter

Hotel Arcata.

”ikov
BrianSalt
nt,
board member
theeve

said. “We were very pleased by the turn-

out.”
Surfrider is now concentrating its ef-

fortson keeping HumboldtCoun Pulp
mills, owned by Lo

Simpson, in compliance with
which was reof the lawsuit settlement

with

?

will want to go
cheaper method
|

of
in-stage treatment,

Kuch will speak on, “Polymerblends:

the provisions of the suit since they have

trile polymers,” Friday at 4 p.m. in

In the next 90 days the mills will make

e Both talks are partof the
A 564.
Scienc
HSU chemistry department's lecture

series.

ment facilities that will eliminate 95 perwater toxicityin settling pools
of the t
cen

e The HSU physics department will

host a lecture by guest speaker Jason

the water back into the

before

tion,” March 23, at 4 p.m. in ScienceA
475.

of the waste into a solid form where it can
beproperty disposed of instead of pumpit
Most

into the ocean.
, the mills will want to go
é

hos pols bu
Massara

agree

zZzens,

scholar

ae _ at North-

University,

a lecture

aeeetie math
| eastern

*

as

Visiting
e

titled; “What will it take to
“Taeliee toJudge | tomorrowfirstome
seid “I wee
in the world in mathematbec
|
~
judge) and
Patel (the
2000?"
ent
by the year
Weds ocsore, the sult will be Forced tto | ics achievem
Har yS.

Cozzens’ talk, the 18thinthe 8:30
comply with Surfrider’s solution. must | Kievel
Lecture Series, will begin at
t Surfrider
The
e
B 133.

instead of building
these pools, but we

will not agree with this,

If we disagree, we will

Patel (the

presiding Judge) and
.
)

system forma-

Donald on

coaen: Thosetllinapeeta sath anllectinent

method
ht ae oul

“Most likely, the mills

go to Judge

ssara said that the foundation can

meee.

encores

lecturer

t a

discussion

McMillan on “The evolu

tion of human sexuali

ursday at

p.m. in Natural rte 01.
8 “Developmental aspects of diver-

will be
sification of flowering plants”Ledyard
G.
by
the topic of a lecture

genetr emerioftus
Stebbins,
also decide what it will do with the | P-m. in Scienc
at 4
begin
will
talk
The
Davis.
UC
at
ics
of deliver saeteal
$350,000 it will receive from the settle | _ Cozzens will also
135.
B
Science
in
Friday,
—p.m.,
ration of Communications
_ ment It’sinitial decision was to construct
edua lecture on computer in- = Stebbins, aresearch botanistand
"
,
ntal | N
es
an environme
andliti
faci

engine ring, tomorrow

center on the Semoa Penin- | formation and

'
cele. Sater sharin
construction.

reseeee betes oe

Humboldt

Surfriders are now considerts

Coun

p.m.,
at¢ Neither

en

.

il

cator is well known for his work onthe

progressi ve evolution of the
P

require

background.
mathematical
will run regularly
This box's
tor
Kuch, a visiting industrial Edinote:
°

cee uanmsean, pn encainvas | Snillontinetaea: Doycncintatetors
discussion

Chief legal couse! for the Surfrider

Foundation

BRIT
IATA
ear JENS

te

ug

=

topeet amet gh he OW

oe

ec

_— the
Sal

rar oat > xen,

enges

industrial scientists, Friday

at

beach areas off our coast,” | 2:15 p.m. in Science A 571. Individual
said.

gher

brings

ions

umberjack's

science editor in the basement of Nelson

Hall East.
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STOP
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Inmates discover creative

outlet through artwork
Todd Kushnir
ST
ee

and

violence, which

now being seueand ty at
ii
The Prison Arts Project, started in 1977,
has
arts instruction to state
prison inmates in the belief that artistic
expression significantly affects their view
of themselves
and the world around them.
art Humboldt pg poehngr in Euis presenting a
exhibition
featuring artwork done by inmates and
instructors involved in the project. The
exhibition, “Edges and Space,” includes
watercolors, acrylics,
prints and
scul
as well as quilts and woodwi
Graham Moody, coordinator of the
project
at Pelican Bay Prison
in Del Norte
County, is a drawing and painting instructor at the prison.

Moody stated in a press release that
“the students choose their own subject

dra

Twelve

sateatad th Gopenediien, gocer-

ing to Ellen Davidson of the Wil-

liam James Association of Santa
Cruz.
“Creative
is a basic entitle-

mated to have saved the state $288,522 in
those four
ns alone.

included guitar and music theory, mime
and performance, creative writing and

of the exhibition, stated in a press release
that in the prison environment “the arts

Czech it out

at Pelican Bay have

Gail Gutierrez-McDermid, co-curator

Ci
#8
he had walked aw
‘af
ee

from his home ci

via. T:
to Y'
with Austria, he
what he hoped would be a

ec Kralove, 60 miles outside

since Kafka was not published in his native country.

Filipsky said that avoiding the scrutiny of the authori-

ties was a matter of knowing who one could trust.
“With the professors in secondary school you could
g things too far
tell which ones you shouldn’tbe

a train to that country’s
across the Alps and into
new future.

with and which ones you could
with.”

Nine years later Filipsky — now an HSU art history
that those who would
— says he is

be completely open

Sometimes students would take a subtle approach in

are not limited to the former.

artistic

was influenced by surrealist writers and artists. Filipsky
we
a
was also influenced by Franz Kafka, bes
not have the
he would
But
tings.
in his
ap ear
sppaenenity eae the Czech writer until after defecting,

Czech artist had travelled

20-year-old

The

often serve as the interface— the
edge between the inside and the
outside, theinmateand the prison,
the individual and the group.”
“Edges and
Space” ison di
until March 27 at the Humboldt
Cultural Center in Old Town Eureka. For more information call
442-0278.

HSU student recounts struggle for artistic
freedom in communist homeland

LURMBERUACK BTAFE
h
In 1983 Roman Fili
pre
from

(Above)
The photo shows

a charcoal drawing by
Victoria
Sulski titled “Self
Portrait.”
( Left) This
ceramic artwork titied
“Skull”
is by Lester
Slusher.

The reduction of infractions was esti-

itself attempts to elevate their thinking
and goals.”

Past

STACY ERWIN/ THE LUMBERJACK

ment,” Davidson stated in a press release. “We have to give them opportunities while
re incarcerated.”
Davidson attributed the need for art
=
ee
y
“It costs you less to provide an art
than it costs for you to have
prisoners misbehave,” she stated.
In the study, researchers
from San Jose
State University, studying four
found that inmates
with
infractions of prison rules reduced those infractions
by 75 to 81 percent
after the pro-

matter.” He added that “the program

STACY ERWINW THE LUMBERJACK

and jails are

that had ruled his Czechoslovakia.
communist
Last week two of Filipsky’s paintings were taken

criticizing the government, Filipsky said. In secondary
school each class had a bulletin board for propaganda

offensive and another to
t.

rather than government rhetoric.
“We would make a huge banner with an anti-Ameri-

Czechoslovakia than it is here,” Filipsky said in an

knew it was a big joke and that we did it because we

that often served as a medium for student sarcasm

down from a student show in Arcata City Hall because

one was deemed
constitute a form of sexual

with it, not because
we believed it,” he said.
said that for as long as he could rememberhe
knew he would someday leave Czechoslovakia. He was
never drawn to the visible reform-minded political
such as Charter 77,a human rights organization
t would play a key role in ending hard-line Stalinist
e.
“Such activities meant, ultimately, your being kicked
out of school and probably jailed at least once or twice
find a job.
you coulder
wheth
and never

interview at his home in Arcata which he shares with his

wife, Deborah, and her two sons.

Filipsky spoke of the difficulties artists and intellectu-

als faced in former Eastern Bloc nations between the
of 1968 — which ended with
an inva-

hardsion by Soviet troops — and the fall of the Stalinist
with a few
few ex
“tere, , With

own, whatever you eer

, you can paint on your
cend

“hdecurtwie tat

people are not going to attack it, but you are not going

to

manana

said he was nevera member of the large-scale

pla

nt

and artists that
dissidents

tand currentCzech

and into
Havel out prison

power.

Vaclav

didassoci-

who
group of student
ate with a dose-knit
,
literature
and
art
discussed
together,
travelled
met and
gather
would
group
The
and circulated banned
to exchange ideas and
in a local wine
a
terature.

ae

7

arrested or hassled.”

written by a Russian (because) everyone

can

“Of course, to be an artist was much more difficult in

oo,

ealdthet
Fillpeky

Sethe aeiteannes
beingan

were

eho

weredactorsand professors who

city buses

who

were cleaning up

in

or views,” oak
restaurants because of their activities

Wanting the freedom to travel unhindered and to

here.
than It islt
Czechoslovakia was more difficu

study whathe wished led Filipsky to the decision thathe

erwadhen mdrtoys stone
or books that were
vakia,”
he said.

and then circuoutside Czechoslo-

Once in Austria he travelled toa Vienna refugee camp
where other eastern-Europeans
could apply for political

It was during
his teen school days that Filipsky says he

See Filipsky, page 20

“Thadalotof friends who had books from the under-

defect.
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Oh h My God! — ‘Wild Wheels’ rolls into Arcata
of the world tries to catch up on

all the “Best Picture” nominees,

Arcata will be showcasing the

Oscar mania is building mo-

rept.

names

,

Benning are

ea

oe
d

Plots for film

ee

od Blank, a 28-year-old
uate, will
UC Santa Cruz
fresh
witha
town
rollinto

Bayard

fully as Bush, Buchanan and

print of his hilarious documentary film, “Wild Wheels” — and

Brown.
But Arcata’s
a long way from
Hollywood— in every sense. So
it’snot surprising
thatas the rest

if he arrives
in his own wheels,
be hard to spot.
he won't

which he’s embellished

colorst, a
an array of vibran

with

TVset,
spinning daisies,
cial fruit salad, crabs on
the bumpers, a painting of Bob

Marley,a crowing rooster, Barbie

Dolls,an American flag and vari. He
of
ous other
ifsa
y God!”
calls it “Oh

example of car art, an
American phenomenon one
t call a “movement.”

pe etna

pd a

a

on a cross-country joy oe egto
find and film car artists
self, and his 64-minute “Wild

ie
i ala

Wheels” is the irreverent result.

It turns out “Oh My God!” is
tame in comparison to some of
the other kinetic sculptures rollSS

on Main Street, USA.

wo

baie

i

has =

his -

nvertible into a

gi-

ne

us. Another drives

aaa inin his “City Car,” which

is covered with a miniature Se-

«© PONE

attle skyline. Even rebel writer
Ken Kesey gets into the picture
famous bus “Further,”
with his
the ‘60s counterculture alternative to the Army’s C-130s.

But perhaps the mostinspired

TS ONIN]

ofall isGene Pool’s “Grass Car.”
‘Nuff

said

— it has to be seen

to

be believed.

Blank’s camera impassively
records42 examplofescar art, as
if this could just as easily have

PHOTO COURTESY
OF LIZ ZIVIC

Harrod Blank and his car, “Oh My God!” from the film “Wild
Wheels.”
reminderof days gone by, when
the world wasn’t so homogeneous. And Michael Minkel’s
“5:04” is a traveling testament to
the San Francisco earthquake of
1989 — it seems a brick wall
crushed the back of his car but
couldn’t keep it off the streets.
who
A fewarebible-thumpers
have taken the “Jesus Saves”

been a tour ofKing Tut’s tomb.
Wheels” is cerBut while “Wild

bumper sticker idea a couple
own. further. The owner of

sublime character study of the
individuals who
fascinatin

ee

l feast, it’s also a
a visualy
tain

creatorsof these “visual totems”

the heart of one of them.

car artists are

Inthestraight-

forward, no-narration style of
in the
documentaries like
Face,” Blank focuses in on the

but
with the skilofl a filmmaker,
are
Some of these car fetishists
Lisa Law’s
into time cai

“Hippie

is a still-driveable

Not surprisi

sy. some of the

sonal demons. .

said she’d never get sick and

she’d never get old,” he whis-

pers. “Turnsoutshe wasright.”)

And Darrel “The Clown”
Hilman, who was beaten as a
child, drives around in his “Toy
Car Limo” because he wants to
make kids smile.
Sure, some of these autophiles
om
are whente a© few parts under
t they're all artists

who
Se feel an intense need to ex-

eee

ter ech means ‘I Ain’t
on ean,’
without Christ.” And
Nothing’
r old Bob Daniels covered
s Oldsmobile with water faucets, because “Jesus told me to
be clean.”

drive these

Hollywood starlet, who died in
a 1980 car accident. (“Shealways

per-

out

id

scrarstueCorvelr withjowdagn

a shrine to his wife, a former

press themselves, and can find
no better gallery than the
road. It’s odd, and it’s
oddly

American.

So when ol’ Harrod Blank
finds his way to Arcata this week,
let’shope
he’s crammed into “Oh
My God!” And for a welcome

——

Hollywood's hyped-

“Wild
na Wheel” se

”

Kinko's...the \\
place
to copy
ere
ere

Bet

eee
ae

>

cake

mee thak het
=

great copies... te the plac

P discover a full
$17
$13
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STUDENTS
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and
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WYNTON MARSALIS
AND HIS JAZZ SEXTET
$15 MSU STUDENTS / $20 GENERAL

Ve) Tae dO

ed

cee
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445-3334
Sth= & V St. - asEUREKA
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Roaring ’20s in vogueefor Dixielan d kickoff
the last nine months. The details
are fabulous,” she said.
“We will bring 700 people together for the very best party of
eee I promise you — the
,” she said.
mes Kekett event will raise
about $30,000,” Berg said. As for
the seven-day jazz festival as a
pongo she said the o
hoping for a net profit of
ele
$200,000. Berg indicated that most of the money
earned this year will be returned
to the Senior Citizens Foundation and a portion would go to-

inviting thousands of people to
comeinto the area who wouldn't
normally come a March.”
Acesali
g, the eco-

ocattnmaaimania
add up 10$30r$4
million in retail sales in the com-

munity during the festival.
The Jazz Ball Extrava

at 7:30 p.m. Sa
y at
the Eureka Inn. Everyone who
attends is enco
to wear
costumes of the 1920s. Tickets

are$50 eachand may be reserved
by calling 442-3763.

ward the 1993 Jazz Festival (as

er

seed money).
“The festival benefits a lot of
ople, not just seniors,”
tzpatrick said. “The event is
y scheduled for Hum-

ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

ee

*

q
Sela

t County when the tourist

PHOTO COURTESY
OF DICK DANIELS

stars of the '20s (| to r) Tristan Behm as Al Johnson, Mandy Chery

and Brian Morrison as Rudolph Valentino.
tor for the Area 1 Agency on

Jazz Festival in
Eureka.

during the week-long festival,”

“The ball is just the first of
many exciting events scheduled

Fitzpatrick said. “It sechanceto
havea good time while supports
ayes? good cause.”
evening’s activities will
include music, dancing, =
bling, entertainment and
hors
d’oeuvres.
In keeping with the theme of
this
s ball, the Eureka Inn
will be completely transformed
into a ‘20s-style
showcase, imitating Hollywood
tssuch
as the famous Brown
, the
Coconut Grove Cabaret and the
Palladium.
with
Bos festivities will
d entrance
of
“Hollywood
stars,” including Al Jolson, Mae
West, Charlie pres EF Laurel
and Hardy, Rudolph Valentino
and Gloria Swanson look-a-likes.
Other events scheduled during the evening include a
Dixieland dance contest and an

tiv
Fesseven
days al,
of Dixieland

ent
music and entertainmset
for

March 27-29 in Eureka. Proceeds
from both the ball and the festi-

val go to the Senior Citizens

Foundation of Humboldt and

iF

Del Norte counties, according to

ie

ick,
Sandi Fitzpatr
deputy
direc-

oO

5G 58 oa

es

3

é
:

| a

oO
oO oO oO 56

Be st atatatat

Se

Da BeBe

BeBe

Bal

COMEDY

& the Mallet Playbo

7:30 p.m. door 8:30 p.m.
$8 at the door
eaee | Zydeco Music

2

off event for the Second Annual
Redwood Coast Dixieland Jazz

m

m

March 23
TERRANCE SIMIEN

58

this weekend at

2

at the Second Anthis Sa
nual Jazz Ball Extravaganza at
the Eureka Inn.
The Jazz Ball servesas
the kick-

7 p.m. Door, 8 p.m.Show

28 56

Ba
be Ba Da

bat be be

be

pa

eeae

a
a

a
a
a
a
a

ee
ee

Show starts at 10 p.m.
Reservations Accepted
$5.00 cover ch
bP

ee

ba

ee

April Fools Day Dance? or
is it just April Fools????

Mad River Saloon & Eatery

TPE?

ee

De
Be Da

Coming Soon...

Opening Act: Shyama

Pe

Coladas

pind

oG, Gh oOo

Pina

Shang Phorbes

POPE

Hurricanes
Orange Cremes

Se
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Da

This weeks Headliner...

$2.00
$2.00

OO oe

Ba
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De

March 20 & a

Margaritas

$2.00
$2.00
Strawberry Daiquiris
we
ae
Sauza Margaritas
$2.00
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Freezes
Nutty Monkeys
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a

ae

a
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|

all be back in vogue

has pulled
er “the
bestand SS eacbanae.
ners in Humboldt County.
“Theyve been planning this for

2

stars have in common?

view that the Jazz Ball Extrava-

oe

all that jazz, 23-skiddoo, the
Chatatien and famous movie

a

What do razz-a-ma-tazz and

ee

byTypeset
chee
_

a

Aging.

Award ceremon
will also be a hi
blacks‘ack game at 11: vie
yearsling winners
The winner of
the Jazz Ball
g “Court
of Honor” will be selected king
of the ball.
tival co-chair Patty Berg
said in a recent television internn

a

Q The Jazz Ball will
open the Dixieland

as Ruby Keeler

business is really slow. You're

ee
Pee

PE

Pa

he

be

%s

ee

eZ

20
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-Folkadelic band — more than just ‘Small Fish’
Small
ata
Q Arcband
Fish will perform at
the Jambalaya on

Friday at 9 p.m.

of Chad Johnson on acoustic

bass
on n
guitar, chuck Johnso
nd Orlando Canedo on acouswhile atmet y
guitar. The
tic
a voice class at College

of the

Redwoods.
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Water,” has already sold out at —_Filipsky said that letters he is receiving now from CzechoslovaOne song

county record stores.

MOUNTAIN BIKES

is over and many people are
ia seem to indicate that the
the legacysof
having to face harsh economic and social real—itie
decades of authoritarian rule.
call this country or Czechoslovase ah tp
i ion
in a paradoxical situation.
“home,” Filipsky has found
kia
“It’s kind of an indescribable feeling, feeling like you are out of
lace. I can’t really go back and live there because I have lived here
relate to the life that Ilived there
er

re.

“And Ihave a hard time picturing myself living here for the rest
of my life either,” Filipsky said.
There will be a showing of Filipsky’s paintings April 3-4 at 773
8th St. on the Arcata Plaza. An artist’s reception with music will be
4 from 10a.m. to5 p.m.
held April 3, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. and April
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LOW PRICE — HIGH QUALITY

TREK 800

This 1992 Trek Mountain Bike is
ideal for both town and trail riding. The Trek 800 is equipped
with the latest shimano components enhanced by Trek quality
and frame design.
x21 Speed Shimano
Hyperglide
vx Rapid Fire Push Shifting
~xQR Wheels and Seat
vx Chromoly Frame
vx Low Profile SLR Brakes
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Associated Students

Council

eS Representative |
fl
¢ Vote on important
nv.
Ay
campus issues.
wav ¢ Participate in shaping the K
VS
University's future.

AS

¢ Ensure your student fees
are spent wisely.

Oa"

LR

SK

$339.98
|

vx All Sizes & Colors in Stock
tx Matrix CDX 1.95 Tires

LIFE CYCLE sicvcce curren
- ARCATA - 822-7759

I see a job in your future...

in advertising! At the
Lumberjack...sales..or ad
design...you're calling

826-3259...you're asking
for Janet... YES! TODAY!
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Breathing easy,
ByEpperson
Tim
competiti
famil
le
nar
te
ceed
A
ef in God have helped
Juan

Running

Ball overcome her health problems and

demolish two HSU women’s track
records.
“Since I was a girl, I have always been
competitive,

y against
the

boys,”

said
Ball,a psy
more. “lam
amazed at how fast my body can go with
just a little work.”
Ball was raised in Compton, Calif.,
where
she started her running career by
racing with boys at the playground and
at school. She said she has always considered herself a bit of a “tomboy,” which
she credits as part of her success.
Ball began running competitivelyat 12,
when she was in the seventh grade. She
won awards throughout high school, but
in the middle of her junior year, she was
diagnosed with asthma. The labored
breathing, chest constriction and coughing impaired her ability to run and often
ired
extended periods of hospitalization.

“I told my team not to give up on me
and that I would beat this disease,” she
said. “Although I couldn’t attend “——
workouts, I would go to some of the
and do well anyway.”
meets, Com
In Ball's senior
, she qualified for
the state finals in the women’s 400-meter
run but could not attend because of her
illness.
“I am more aware of my asthma now,
since I have had it for two
, she
said. “I have found that it is easier for me
to control now. I bring my medicine to

every workout with meand

(also)a peak-

flow meter which measures my oxygen
intake.”
Ball said her treatmentis mainly “mind
over matter,” and that track, school and
her social life keep her mind so busy that
her asthma doesn’t matter. She said run-

helps her to cope with life as well.
rack is an escape for me. It neipsene

budlogical and I can
tomanage
first
“My
‘aid.
get my ee
year at HSU I decided that I wouldn’t

run, and concentrate
on my courses. I felt
depressed that year as if my life wasn’t

Juan Bail files througha 56.64-second 400. This run beat the schoo!
Sophomore
said.
complete.”
Ball attributes much of her talent to
this
records
HSU
two
broken
has
Ball
her
strong belief in God. “My faith in
200-meter
and
400
season in the women’s
runs. She lowered the women’s 400-meter
record from 57.40 seconds to 56.64 sec-

onds

March

7, against

Chico

and

broke the old school
Stanislaus. She also
record in the women’s 200-meter run,

beating the previous record of 25.10 sec-

onds with a run of 24.40. She has also

qualified for a chance to race against the
country’s best in the nationals.
“Records are important too, but it is
more important for me just to run,” she

God has helped me come this far,” she

said. “He has taught me to have confidence in myself when things get bad.”
Her coach has also played a significant role in her running career.
“I like Coach (james) Williams because he puts my academic
mance first,” she said. “I
it him
because he had confidence in me when
I didn’t.”
Ball said because of her asthma she

record and qualified her for nationals.
was unable to receive a scholarship, and
her high school coach had recommended
HSU. She decided to attend because of
the relaxed atmosphere and the beautiful
scenery.
She spends her free time with her
friends shopping, going to the movies
and telling jokes.
“One of my favorite hobbies is eating,”
r
she said. “I love Mexican and soul
One of her
passions is to write poetry,
much of which is inspired by her favorite

See Ball, next page

Rugby team finesses way to top of heap
- 4

a lot of promise this season. Team mem-

Pridmore-Brown

ber James Canon, a business administra-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

In 1823 at the English school of Rugby,

a student, outof desperation, pi

up

a soccer
the ball and ran with it during
game. He was branded ab
and
a cad for his shocking violation of the

rules.

Out of this
violation came
‘rugby, a game that combines skill,
stamina, and finesse into a fast-paced,
very
physical sport. The forwards
must
run for 80 minutes straight and fight for
the ball like a scrap of meat.

alee is complex, requiring many in-

parts of the
to come
to move the ball down the field in a way

that looks
of soccer and

much like a combination
.

tion senior, said the team is highly competitive and dedicated, with a great deal
of potential.
“This is the best group of players that I
have seen in wee. he said.
“Things are
y looking
up for the
team. We are by far one of the strongest
teams in the league,” undeclared sophomore Justus Ortega said.
“The team is on a hard drive to win the
Raploneen: team coach Chris Burns
said.
Six memofber
the team s
played for the
Pelicans, a team made up of the best
a
from the Northern California
"Canon, who wena Pelicans player, said

See Rugby, next page

Olson third (1:53.4), followed
Bill Frampton (1:53.8)
Wasserman (1:53.9).

improved its overall record to
13-4 and its NCAC record to 9-3
adoubleof ’s
ay
sweep
with Prid

Track women

o
State
header over San Francisc

(1-11, 1-7).

In the first

four runs in or.

Terrible Tubes Too
they took Ist in
the Intramurals
Innertube Water
Polo Tournament
Thank you to

PIZZA FACTORY
for providing the prize!

O eUltimate
Frisbee
M_

OZ

Tournament
Sunday,
March

22

eTennis
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April 3-4

HSU scored
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victory.
its way to a
Eee
uty
and
ds
Edmon
8
Dawna
on
scored
Gomez
Apple
single and

to bring home Metcalf

the
untam.
HSUDavismextrack
tester
cameaway disTheresult:

in the

as HSU took it to the
appointed

one big inning, scoring
en route toa
inning
in the

“fisu's Reed Elmore trailed

had
In pve to HSU again
five runs

6-5 vi

z
and Tammi
. Gome
Edmonds’
onred
sco

single.
San Francisco then scored
bethree runs in the last
to
r
a
l
y
fore HSU stopped the
win the
enue ay’s es
Mary’s
oubleheader
College was vdined oak

Rugby
continued from page 21
the Northern California League
is one of the most competitivein

the country. The UC Berkeley

team is the national
and ae

teamsin the league.

oe

the

well against them.
“Weplayed
Canon said.
realtest,”
area
They
team toa
HSU held the Berkeley
lower score than any other team
so far.
Saturday’s game against
Stanford will decide who men
to the playoffs.
Coach Burns
the match will be the biggest the
team has played here in three

in a 94-66 victory.

Randy Acceta (unfrontrunner
by about 30 meters in
attached)
the backstretch of the 3,000However,
meter
yaptenga
Elmore ki
win the race in a time of 9 minutes,
18.8 seconds.
Dave Wasserman
Sophomore
in the men’s
early
lead
took the
1,500 and won with a time of
3:56.6.

ne ces
ee
eam hae benny ing ey
well this season and with the
momentum of last Saturday's
win over CSU San Jose, 54-10,

the match Saturday should be a
good one, Burns said.
pride
The true soundof team
got's
said,“I
Burns
voice,
his
in
ing to be fitness and desire on
be played atat the
game will be
“oa
Arcata Sports Conpplex at 1:30
p.m. Humboldt has already
games, losplayed seven
ing to UC Berkeley and St.
Mary’s, and beating Santa Cruz,
Santa Clara, CSU Sacramento,
UC Davis and CSU San Jose.

eSoftball
(outdoor)

finished first in the 200 (26.2 seconds), second (behind Ball) in
the 100 (12.9 seconds) and second in theshot put (behind team-

mate Julie Murphy, 39-6) with a
of 36 feet,9 inches.
throw

— Nicholas Paredes III

Ball
Continued from page 21
African-American poet, Nikki
Giovanni.
because it is
“like her
talk and it is
written in black
postr age a
rgaasM
Base
pase
I
freely and respect that
because Iam alsoa very free and
open

for a career in cliniology working with

cal

ts, particularly prob-

ado
lem teens.

“When
kids don’t have family
for them to
it
support, is so
say ‘who cares’ and drop out of
society,” she said. “I want them
to know that someone cares and
that they must find it within
themselves to achieve and make
a difference.”

wre

April 23-25

We've

Triathlon
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ROUND

Intramural

League
start this week

good luck
everyone!

Forfeit fees can be picked up
at the Intramural office
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Reefer madness: It’s time to rethink marijuana laws
he federal government
has turned its back on
Patterson.

Crippled with a debilitating illness, Patterson
can find
few comforts in a world
where pain is an accompanying factor every second of
every day.

Ironically,
while the federal
government
spends millions
eradicating the recreational
and illegal use of marijuana,

it remains the one solace in
Patterson’s life.

The war on drugs limpson,
and others like
and Patterson
her find themselves in a
quandary: They must resort
to illegal purchases if they
wish to ease their pain.
The
harsh
fact
of
while
Patterson’s life is that
there is no hard scientific
that the use of mari-

juana is not detrimental, the

other choice is a life of pain or
a dazed synthetic nightmare

of pharmaceutical drugs.

government's foot-dragging

That Patterson can not ob-

inmaking itavailable to these

tain relief from the federal
governmentisa travesty. But
that only 13 people in the
United States can obtain

the myriad of questionable
prescription drugs the fed-

marijuana
for medicinal purposes is an embarrassment
to the humanity of this nation.
Marijuana’s stigma dates
back half a century, and it
continued
over into the 1960s
and 1970s when law enforcement lumped potin withacid
and heroin for one flimsy reason: Thesamesegmentof the
population used these substances. Ergo, the reasoning
apparently went, marijuana
must be just as addictive and
unhealthy — a charge that
remains fairly unsubstantiated to this day.
Asa treatment for patients
of glaucoma, cancer and
other diseases, marijuana has
proven effective, and the

+|

ae

patients
is shameful. Between
eral government has approved over time and the
havoc loosed by legal alcohol
and tobacco,
pot’s sanctioned
illegality stands on evershrinking moral ground.
Marijuana’s
full decriminalization would allow
medicinal use while also redirecting state and federal
“drug wars” at harder drugs.
Cocaine, crack and heroin
unleashaddiction, overdoses
and criminal violence across
America;
victims of super-addictive alcohol and tobacco
strain the nation’s
health and
social care infrastructure to
the point of bankruptcy.
The Lumberjack supports
thedecriminalizationofmarijuana on the basis of the
known evidence, although

thefederal government's outthis
oia
dated pot paranmakes
unlikely anytim e in the near
future. The responsibility falls

to younger Americans to see

marijuana’s
antiquated
stigmaremoved by the power
of the law.

—_Liwmerac—_x |_etters to the editor
Editer
in Cite?

Devanie Anderson, editor
Campus
Carole Audisio, Mary Brown, Peter Finegan, Dan Thompson,

Liberal not radical

Talking to grownups

Jim Waters
Community

Editor,

Editor,
Sunday night, I went to hear Samuel
ing Students for
Betances’ lecture
turalism and
Multicul
—
the 21st century
it was listed as
Education.” poe
being for HSU fa ty, I felt sure that,
with my gray hair, I'd fit in — and I
wanted to hear what Betances would tell

Robert Brit, editor

Russ Andereon, Joe Cardenas, Chantal F airon, Jeanette

Good, John Kilimayer, Shantrin Lininger, Noe! Martin, Liz
Neely,
Nan Roberts
Lisa Wiliam, editor

i Tt

Tammy Barak, Todd Kushnir,

manager

Chas Mofiett, Chérie

Bob Anderson

aaakztant manager
Deanna Fauikner, James Bowland, Jim

Scott Flodin, Tim Ott, Bob Quick, Steve Webster
Howard Seemann

Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumber-

Jock should be directed to the editor.
‘The Lumberjack is published Wednesds ys during the achoal

Offices are at NHE 6, HSU, Arcata
year, breaks
95521. Phone (707) 826-3271 (news), (707) 826-3259 (edvertising). The fax number is (707) 826-5555. Subscrip-

tions are $7 per semester, $12 per year.

Pueding foe The Lamberject: is provided through edvertizing revenue and the HSU joumalian deparanent. Some
wavel fande provided by Reader's Digest.

poses and is not to be construed as an expressed or implied

enton of such commercial ventures
or verificati
endossem

I read the letter to the editor by Bob
Ornelas, March 11 and I must take issue
with his comments.

I too am a graduate of Humboldt State
University, and have always been considered by my colleagues, a more liberal
personality. [might add at this point, that
I am a member of “Concerned Citizens
For Arcata.”
Prior to my affiliation with this organization, I did some research and was most
surprised to learn that the majority of
members in this group are of a more
liberal
political nature.
Ithi

at this point, we have to make a

clear distinction. You, Bob Ornelas, are a
radical, and you're giving us “liberals” a
bad name! You are “fanning the firesof
division” in this community by trying to
incite HSU students to oppose a group of
so-called “ultra-conservatives” thatdon’t
exist.

Why don’t you channel your efforts
toward city government rather than trythe townsing tocreatedivisionsamongst
be they students or other memes
of the community?
You, Bob Ornelas, are the “King of
Polarity.” You have gone beyond “proll and have entered into “extremsm.”

Frank Hollyman

by the staff, the univemity or Associaud Students.

The Lumberjeck is a member of the California Newspeper
Publishers Association and the California Intercollegiate

alumnus, business administration

institution.
an AA/EOon.
HSU isati
Press Associ

e S.R. 22 — the bill to establish the

Center for Resolution of Environmental Disputes was introduced Mar. 7,

1991.

usthat
story stated
¢ A March11 Camp

John Hatcher declined a personal inter-

made no atview. In fact, the
an interfor
er
Hatch
tempt to contact

view.

regrets the errors.
The Lumberjack

I do
questi oncade period.asked
thefacul
nTI] iat before
re the

hope that
him why
diversity
this time.
Inbrief,

a real
“sermon” on
he thought
ed by this group at
was

eare people
he told us that
of genderor their diverse backs and that teachers need to know
what students don’t know before they
can teach them what they need to know.
e from we at
We (and I mean
are in a
States)
United
HSU to we in the
very, very real mess if university faculty
very,
is so t
members need to be told wha
were

Arthur Feraru

Over-60 program

Walls of the Hall
Editor,

Some of the work of Roman Filipsky, a
student of HSU, was removed last week

from the wall of Arcata City Hall because
a group of City Hall employees felt that
their personal opinions were being countered by at least one of the pieces.
One work was covered because of its
religious content. I assume these City
Hall employees were offended by
use ”of religious
Filipsky’s “blasphemous
this
matter. Filipsky coun
subject
notion by explaining that the work was
t in Prague and not necessarhis life
abou

ily about religion.

Even aside from this explanation it is

pathetic that his work was covered be-

cause it did not conform to some people’s
hilosophy. On a personal level I do not
tural theories and
lieve in any su
am just as “offended” with religious art
as the City

Hall employees are about

counter-religious art.The one difference
is that I have to and can tolerate other
le’s ideas that I do not believe in. I
ask the employees of our City Hall to do
the same.
Although they do not appreciate
Filipsky’s work, they should tolerate his
ideas and imagery. Perhaps with a little
effort they can see how he views the
world.
The heart of censorship is a difference
of opinions and the answer to the “C”
word is simply tolerance. If the thoughts
and ideas are good then they will earn
some deserved appreciation.
It’s worth the time.
Andy Michler
sophomore, studio art

Everyone’s campus
Editor,

After reading a letter titled “Whose
Campus is it?” I felt an overwhelming
need to answer that question. This is
s campus: The Christian stue
dents, the differently abled students, the
students of all varying backgrounds and
ethnicities, the gay students and yes,
Mark, even you.
But because this campus does belong
to All students, it is the responsibility of
this administration to provide an atmofrom the injusticeof
freely
sphere relative
“isms.” That protection applies to race,
religion, gender, age, physical disability
Notice that the
and sexual orientation.
phrase is orilast
operative word in that
entation — not preference, not choice,
not lifestyle. This is not my lifestyle, this

See Letters, next page
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Controversial column: Round three
Paredes railroaded
Editor,
All aboard! To all points West.
to the railroadThisletter isin
t a conservative
low dare he
of liberal press?
bastion
this
in
opinion
isnot only
expressed
Paredes
opinion
males,
Christian
by white Euro
held
cultural
but by many people of various
s.
and ethnic ba
conservative)
(ethnically
these
Granted,

greater sense of harmony — not at all to
say that harmony and equality are prevailing.
We still have those that would disfy Paredes political opinion for beas Adolf Hitler!” and

therefore have no right to talk about minorities. What a connotation, Mr. Estrada

(March 11 letter to the editor). Is Estrada

trying to say that only left-wing Latino
minds have the right to criticize
multicultural movements?
What is the goal of history months and
multiculturalism week? Isn't the goal of
these classification periods to create a
year-round appreciation of the backgrounds of our fellow humans?
Bill O’Hara
sophomore, social studies

skin colors.

Editor,
I was pleased to see the chorus in last
The Lumberjack expressing conweek’s
cern about Nick Paredes’ opinion piece.
I'd like to add one final concern: For all
practical purposes, he didn’t write the
article.
Just about everything in the piece (except the rather awkward first and last
ragraphs) was lifted directly from the
ush Limbaugh radio program. The
condom/airplane analogy, the bit about
the Native American team names being
winning teams, theideaof Native Americans stealing the land from the buffalo,
the Left Coast, the Asian and Hispanic
Months, the future fear of naming teams
for animals — all these clever and enteryet shallow and insensitiveideas
taining,
were lifted almost verbatim from Rush’s
daily prattle.
Limbaugh ‘s show is a salute to global
gay-bashing and corpollution, racism,
t month, in a typiporate capitalism.
of one
cal tirade,relying on the
think
a rightlone “scientist”
hole
the
that
faithful
his
tank, Rush told
seasonal
in the ozonelayer is a normal
that there is no ozone
occurrence
layer.
and
to a hardRush
Unfortugroup of citizens.
frustrated
nately, rather than give them the gifts of
he offers
knowledge,
and
understanding
ridiculing
and
blaming
of
the easy route
le
others. His success depends on
who find life easier
and simplerif

Lisa Butterfield

senior, child development
Supported by: Rachel Vigil, Cynthia
Sadler, Suzanne Killian, Tabitha L.

Johnston’s craven

theylet

Williamson, Lara Abbott, Jane Bateman,
Lisa Holloway, Katie L. Krohn, Lois

by publishing a controverinsensitivity”
sial column.
his dislike
Paredes’ article se psi
le, who
man
offended
of diversity
of
fea
thought it showed ana
ignorance and bigotry and many of those
their
lethen wrote letters
g
explainin
and
views,
Paredes’
of
dislike
l
lia
ea
+ ie tcl

Whittlesey, Susan Cameron, Ph.D.

Thought policecometh

ve.

This process seems to me suspiciously
of ideas,
like the free and open
his land of
t
of
en
non-citiz
a
and while,as
have
may
I
slave,
the
the fee and home of
thought that
misunderstood the concI ept,
was what freedom of expression was all

Neyews)

cannot
arbli sh
acdoes
ticle submitted, but if ie editor
t piece, he or she owes it to
an opinion
cep
it was
it as p
shi
to present
der
rea
their
through
it
running
than
written, rather
own subjective “sensithe screen of their

pa-

Editor,
It was most instructive
to read the rechampions
sponse of the selfof diversity
to Nicholas Paredes’ column.
Apparently, their concept of diversityis
te limited, for the no —
to express an opinion
outside
rumotpalt
ee
eer
y correct, a
e
t,
ealenan’
take up arms and
This is nothing
more than self-serving
napeeeny
pg
ee

beep man

these

lps

not

Sapo

should not have
that the(nor,columnpresumably,
tedprinted
should

future columns con’

but also demanded

col- | effectively silencing any
e manner.guest
in what
job.to.decid

-

ideas),

for colspace

thereby
fot
y giving then aa platorm
which to
their
while

Wally Hinson
junior, English

Think for yourself

the institution of a multicultural awaregraduation requirement, along with
ness
a regular column in The Lumberjack devoted to minority issues on campus.

both a commendably high-minded edicensorship
a
torial ae

tronizing assumption that it is partof

Is this what we want for the United
States? Rather than further fragment our
already-splintered society, we should
promote cultural unity and take pride in
our common humanity, notour differing

future, it is time for students to demand

Irony fans will treasure the March 11
The Lumberjack, containing as it does

factions? Should we
national and cultural

have led to bloodshed.

that might upset the current majority
culture on campus.
To prepare ourselves effectively for the

Editor,

tivity.
I am truly offended by Johnston’s

Teen certain the citizens of Ireland or of
are not so
what used to be Serbo-Croatia
eager to promote diversity: In their countries, differences in religion and race

man, but we won't include any details

Publish, be damned

tin 8

sophomore, English

a.
not .
uni

Editor,
Since Nicholas Paredes seems so
upina self-centered world view,
wrapped
ps he may want to think about this:
the time he is ready to collect social
security, the majority of the work force
be made up of those minority groups
will
heis having so much fun ridiculing. What
will be his personal cost for fostering a
campus climate that will cause valuable
human potential to a
The larger issue brought to light bY the
printing of this opinion piece and the
reactions of The Lumberjack staff is that
obviously many people’s educational
experience up until now has not prethem to function successfully in a
multicultural world. It is time to face up
to the fact that schools are not providing
all students with a well-rounded view of
history and are not fostering critical thinking skills.
Asan older student, remembering the
campus protests that brought about a
few changes such as the institution of
it was
s, I thought
ethnic studiesp
Drew
Charles
that
common knowl
died as a result of being turned away
from a white-only hospital.
To obscure this fact with vague references to “disputed details” is in itself
continuing the tradition of printing “liberal, non-offensive columns” as articles.
We will mention an accomplished black

that has the diversity of ours and has a

apology for

gained by creating a disunified nation of

Required reading

es, but then again this is The Lumberjack, articles containing similar sarcasm and even profanity are common
and never draw a mob of 110 people.
I suggest that others on The Lumberjack staff are less willing to take on the
knee-jerk reaction issues like
un
in Paredes’ chastising.
resulted
that
those
came without a
criticism
This flood of
ig to say.
serious look at what he was
People like to use events like awareness weeks to show progression toward
equality. What Paredes attempted to say
was one month of intensive education
problem
won't come close to solving the
of cultural and ethnic polarization. I challenge skeptics to find another country

P.J.

or consider making a career move to public relations.

Ian Macdonald

le do not use the sarcastic tone of

and editor in chief

sity: Itis a blatant grab for power, and all
their talk of diversity is just a pretense.
is to be
I ask this: What
In addition,

Either publish and bedamned Johnston,

that Paredes received.

ing “as Euro

voices.
This is not an attempt to promote anydivereven remotely

umnists may express their opinions to
and community.
campus
the spirit of Ed
y God, The Goddess,
us from those who would
Murrow
protect us from ourselves.

atest taentnectere

him do their thinking for them.
Paredes has obviously let Limbaugh

we

so erp

just
choice. I’m
t’s his
me a vehicle
beco
lf
himse
that he has let
and pasting
for Rush Limbaugh’s disgu
in
space
to take up
ag <r
re

Alan Sanborn
HSU art department

Decency or censorship?
Editor,
Thank you for running the column by
Nicholas Paredes, and you're right, the
extremely visible “Opinion” at the to of
me
the ‘page above the article never clued
newspaper
the
on
that not everyone
in
agreed with Paredes’ opinion.
In P.J. Johnston’s column “From the

editor ...” it states “Some threatened to
boycott The Lumberjack as a response to
the decision to run the column.” These
students might want to jump on the cen-

sorship bandwagon with the ultra-fun-

damentalists. The Rev. Donald Wildmon,
head of the American Family Association, highly recommends boycotting as a
way of encouraging the media not to
present un-American and un-Christian
points of view.
My second observation is of the photograph of Smiley burning an issue of The
Lumberjack. People commonly burn
newspaper to light fires, but as literature,
symbolizes the other litthat er
has been burned because of
erature that
unpopular views.
It is not a large leap from saying “We
burned this article because it symbolizes
the need to eradicate racism,” to “We
burned this book because it symbolizes...”

My third and final observation of the
seeds of censorship comes from Pablo
Estrada, the MEChA chairman. He says,
y+.
to censor an
“We're not trying
but you have to havea sense of decency.”
ow! How many times have we heard
that?

reales

, decen
emn
to blast
D’Amato
|
Sen
by
was invoked
photogAndre Serrano (a controversial

rapher), and decency always justifies ev-

ery concerned citizen who tears down
murals, posters, photographs and paintings, bans books, plays and movies.
Todd T. Cardiff
junior, speech communication

es
OPINION
Endangered species protection, should it change?
@ Economics should be considered when

Q There does not have to be a trade-off

massive protection plans are implemented.

between sound ecosystems and jobs.

eyRentiemiion —_

By Nation Rengeon

The End
es Act
is dysfunctional and must be
The issue is not whether

species should be allowed to

extinct — they
ther, how must
gered Species Act
to protect

should not.
the Endanbe changed
without

trampling over private

property rights, bankrupting

must be protected where they
are found. The state has
identified this protection as a
bullseye of limited activity
ae than one mile around
each

site on private

Sustainable ecosystems are

intrinsic to sustainable economics.

property.

In an economic situation
dependent, as is ours, on
natural resources, protection of
those resources and their web
of life is an absolute necessity.
Human health is directl
related to the health of the
ecology around us.
The Endangered Species Act
is an important and necessary
element of species protection.
The act's current authorization
expires on Sept. 30. Big
industry and their governmental lackeys are attempting to
weaken the act.
This is in spite of a substantial bipartisan public support

This type of taking is
prohibited by the
Fifth
Amendment of the Constitution. Taxpayers will eventually
pay as landowners sue the
overnment for compensation.
e U.S. Supreme Court is in
fact currently hearing a
landmark property rights case
that will pave the way for

ee
ae unnecessarily rai
uct
prices.
totes
owl Et the
lawsuits over the Endangered
case study of how
Species Act.
a
the act is currently
Additionally, these restricmplemented.
tions have caused many people
1989, the public was told
to lose their source of income,
that spotted owls were about
and many more face the same
to go extinct. The owls had to
fate.
have old-growth forests to
This
of
ignominy could
survive. Old growth was being
be avoided in datos by
harvested, thus the owl must
some fundamental changes in
be destined for extinction, the
the act.
ee
First, there must be provi“experts” on the owl
sions to require that regulatory
asserted that spotted owls
changes do not leapfrog
could not be found in youngscientific information. If the
wth forests — though they
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
d never looked there for
feels that a situation is so
critical that action must be
them.
taken before scientific studies
Several forestry companies
are complete, then they should
hired anaes to survey their
be required to post a bond
pro
. On Simpson Timber
covering economic losses to
Co.’s 380,000 acres of youngthe owner while studies
growth forests, for example, 70
owls were found the first year —_ progress. Otherwise, the

banking on a “jobs
vs. animals” fright campaign during
these hard economic times in
an effort to bolster support.
The truth is that there is not,
and does not have to be, a
trade-off between sound
ecosystems and jobs.
The fact is that a sound
environment now is the best
policy for assuring a sound
sustainable future. However,

By the second year, over 200 _ until adequate studies are
complete.
owls were identified. After the
Second, if a large land set360
over
of study
third

thinking, a thought process
that is itself endangered within
the short-term, cost-benefit

throughout the nation indicat-

ing that two-thirds of voters in
every region of the country

support the ESA.
e corporate giants are

of study.

service should not list a species

this requires long-term

owls were found and banded.

aside or restriction is ordered

economic analysis. The ESA

These included pairs and
newly-fledged owlets, as well
as a few single owls.
The politics outpaced the

science on the spotted owl

issue by at least two years.
Certainly, lots of questions

used to live there; are these

owls happy; would they prefer

more or less timber harvesting;

ete.

by the service, then taxpayers
—_ should pay for the loss of
economic use of an

ese two changes

_ necessarily cause

the service to

proposing massive protection

threatened. Unfortunately,

that point is purely academic

now that the

is ein full gear.
machin
The act requires that owls

ehould “ao

and clarity.

would

consider economics when

typed,

ee
es
exceed

all of the costs for providing
expensive public benefits, such

The basic point, however,is _ plans and would protect

that spotted owls are not

be

unfair for landowners to bear

caida
we
wi

aid ore
|
} 8

method for subjugating private
_ property.

andowners from losing their

property to far-reaching
tions.

act would serve thus as

&@ Ryan Hamilton has a bachelor’s

degree in forest engineering anda
masters of

from the

ene

and %

ecological

viability for entire suites of
species and ecosystems, can
we assure an ecological and
economic future.
Currently there are 3,800
species awaiting review. The
good news is that while species
ve gone extinct waiting for
the listing process, some
legislators
have taken notice.
. Gary Studds, D-Mass.,

has put forth a bill, HR 4045,
that would significantly
strengthen the ESA to protect
endangered species in an
ecosystem. HR 4045 would

expand the scope of the act by
making it more preventative,
setting deadlines for recovery
plans from the appropriate
agencies.

The bill will authorize
federal agencies to enforce the
Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species,
thus assuring a commitment to
environmental integrity
throughout the world.
re

Get involved! Write to your
tative and senator and

ask that he or she support H.R.
4045, and support the ESA.
The loss of a species may

seem, in ;an isolated microperspective, of no great

consequence. However, we
must realize that the loss of a
species, forever removed from
the complex web of life of

which we are but a part, is a
loss for everyone and everything.

throughout its history is little

interdependent, brother and

more than $700 million. That is
about what will be spent this

Sister, human and animal.
Thus, the long-term welfare of

research at Sanoia National

healthy relationship, a symbio-

out which program is the

Species Act is an integral and

Laboratory. Now you figure
:

Interior Secretary Manuel

Lujan has

the ESA such

limiting

that sub-species

will not fall under ESA

Washington. He is _ protection.
Univeofrsity

species _ public affairs manager
a vehicle for protecting
Simpson Timber Co. in Arcata.
a
as
not
extinction
from

oe

|

a

tion,

has been relatively cost
effective for assuring these
long-term goals.
The total cost of the ESA

pareganeinetiandtianaslh. ote

individual's property. It is

proper, ecologically sensitive,
resource
t will
gx jobs and economic
t now and in the future.
Only
broad protec-

yin
The reality is,
that
the Pacific Northwest,

atchers

_

Weare all related and

sis of which the Endangered
necessary part.
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THE 100TH MONKEY PROJECT
is a collection of peoples with a
vision and awareness of a world
r Tothese ends,
free of nucleawar.
we are working through education
a
for
campaign
a
and
Comprehensive Test Ban to end
underground nuclear weapons
explosions in Nevada (900+ since
1951). We meet on Wednesdays
@ 7:30 in Forestry 105or call 82270085.
BUSINESS AS USUAL..NOT!
HSU students for Brown-let's get
organized!
Call 442-6649,
Northcoast Citizens for Brown.

OPPORTUNITIES
NEED
TO
TALK
ABOUT
STRESS? Find a new approach
to the same old problems?

Adult

Children Anonymous (ACA)
meetings are held almost every
day of the week. Free support
group open meetings, a 12-step
recovery program and personal
sponsorship programs offer anew
and affordable approach to life’s
tougher problems.
Also, one
meeting with eating disorders
focus. Others have overcome
family crises and are ready to help
you understand yours, and how to
make it better. Call 443-3044 for
acomplete list of ACA community
meetings in the area.
CAMP COUNSELOR:
Roughing t Day Camp in SF and East
Bay is hiring for Summer 1992.
Positions:
Group Counselor,
Swim, Ride, Sports, Waterfront,
Envir, Crafts. Exper. Refs. (510)
283-3878. Send Résumé to P. O.
Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563

EXPEDITION INTO LIVING
TIBET: A slide presentation of a
Tibetan culture in danger of
extinction
from Western tourism—
Thursday,
2nd, 8 p.m. Kate
Free
m, HSU
Buchanan
admission.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED
TO LEARN HOW TO PRESS
PLANTS OR WANT TO LEARN
MORE? Come tothe presentation
by Dr. Michael Mesler at 7 p.m.
Wed 3/18 in NR 224. Sponsored
by the Range Club.
THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS is
accepting applications
for student
members for 1992-93. To apply
senda letter of application
to Janet
Nelson, U.C. Director's office by 5
p.m. Friday, March 27. For details
call 826-4878.
325
HELP WANTED: Sperm donors
wanted by local physician. Must
be healthy and willing to undergo
medical screening. Send reply to:
DRES, P. O. Box 4235, Arcata,
CA 95521
925
ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - FISHERIES.
Earn $5000+/month.
Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male
or Female.
For employment pro-gram call
Student Employment Services at
1-206-545-4155 ext 289. sz
FOUR POSITIONS (TWO NOW,
TWO JUNE 1). Must live-in (room,
board, hourly salary). Work with
mildly retarded adults, teaching
independent living skills. Eureka.
Great student positions. Most
daytime hours available for your
classes. Ideal learning situations
for special education, psychology
and social work majors. Call 4448480 (if no answer, leave
on answering machine.)
ae °
SNS

el

READ BOOKS FOR PAY! $100/
ke
forms.
TITLE! Fill out like/disii
FREE 24 hr recording 505-764-

069
EX 9
0546.

FUNDRAISING
FAST
Fraternities,
PROGRAM:
sororities, student clubs. Earn up
to $1000 inone week. Plus receive

a $1000 bonus yourself.

And a

FREE WATCH just for calling 1800-932-0528 Ext. 65.

CHEAP RENT! Clean, quiet room
in large house. Good Eureka
location. Great landlord. Free
Share kitchen/bath/
laundry.

utilities. $220/mo. Chris 444-9281.

THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few 2 bedroom suites
available June 1, 1992 for oneyear leases. Downtown Arcata
's at 545 H Street.

next to

FOR SALE

, unfurnished: $488

$462

ARCADE GAMES $200-$400 In
really good shape, make easy
money! Call 826-2389
SEA KAYAK-Aquaterra "Chinook"
n
tio
with expedi
package
and sprayskirt, excellent condition.

mOlemal hal

Paid

for $850. 822$1200, will sacrifice

2955, 822-3843, ask for Matt.

FOR SALE: 10 SPEED BIKE in

good shape, brand new tubes, 18
in. frame. Call 826-1831, ask for

Shay.
CONFETTI LIGHTS, TIE DYES,
visionary cards and truly amazing
. The Time Traveler, 854 9th
eet. Open 12-6, closed Thurs &
Sun.

KAYAKS USED AND NEW. All
major models. Used whitewater
ear. New gear below retail.
uits. Trade-ins encouraged.
Free instruction w/purchase. Get
started inexpensively. 943-3547
VACUUM,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION, $40. 4-watt
CB radio
with external speaker, bought for
$130, will sell for $65 OBO. Jayson
822-3772, evenings.

GAL for
FISH TANKS, 5,10,15,25
sale$1 per gallon. DRUMS,
5 pc.
set, cymbals, rototons etc $550.
Force-4 BOOGIE BOARD, $15.
Weight lifting bench, $20. Call
826-1156.

monthly, furnished. $200 deposit.

One of Arcata’s nicer, quieter
places. Ask any tenant. Serving
HSU students for 20 years. Call
now. We fill up fast. 822-2146.

AUTOMOTIVES
66 VW BUG. Runs great. Fresh
engine, lots of new parts. Needs
bodywork and paint. $800. 8227455 after 3 p.m.
BMW-R-90/6. 1976, 36,000 miles.
Abeautiful motorcycle! Runs great.
Phone Gregg, 444-2835.
CHECK IT OUT! YAMAHA 180
2-person scooter, burgundy,
freeway legal, 2 storage areas.
Very convenient and economical.
Excellent dondition.
Helmet
included. $700 OBO. Call Chris at
826-0601 or message.

THRILLS
HAVE YOU JUMPED? Catalyst
Bungee offers Bungee and
Pendulum rope jumps every
weekend.
Come and JUMP!
Catalyst Bungee —
or 826-

"4711,
COME ON A RECYCLING RUN
WITH
US! That truck and ecocycle
you see are run by volunteers.
GET INVOLVED
with the CAMPUS
RECYCLING PROGRAM.
Call
826-4162.

COMMITTEE TO ELECT
DAN HAMBURG U.S. CONGRESS presenss

P.S. Don't worry, things will work
out. Have faith in Urwap. Love
Always, BEAR
CHECK OUT THE HSU RANGE
CLUB’S COFFEE STAND! We are
under the stairs just inside the NR
building. Fresh donuts, bagels &
coffee, 8-11 daily.
ECOLOGY
OUTSMARTS
BUREAU-CRACY: Faced with an
outdated voter registration card?
Want to cast a vote for the planet?
Check “Other in Box 7 and write in
Green Party.

SERVICES
ROCK BAND FOR HIRE. THE
RIVER willplay anywhere,
anytime
for only $29.95!! Call 822-1557
NOW. 3/25
LOW-COST CAR REPAIR: Tune-

up, engine work, road service.
Estimate free. 444-7458.
HAVE ASSIGNMENT THAT
NEEDS TYPING? Call Mear! at
Henderson
Street
Word

Processing 443-6128.
THE SERVICE STATION offers
work
processing
(quick
turnaround),
FAX,
UPS,
packaging. Unique
gifts andcards,
too. Valley
West Shopping Center,
Arcata. 822-1976.
WE'LL WRAP IT, PACK IT AND
SHIP IT. We're the OTHER
store. THE SERVICE
STA
, Valley West Shopping
Center, Arcata. 822-1976.
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Live Suspense Radio broadcast, 8
p.m., from Humboldt Brewery.
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Campus Rape Awareness Week-

“Violence Against Women in the

:30 p.m.,
55.
HouseWomen’s
Coote aialainabeteena,

ay

workshop

5:30 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room.
Film “Kites and Other Tales,”

a lecture by Michael
Recession,”
Theater, $6, $4 students.

Ee

Karate demonstration, 5 p.m., Goodwin Forum.

“Rumors,” presented by the North

“Rants and Chants,” presented by

Learning Center, a proposed bicycle

for more infermation.

_Lazio’s Old Town Bar and Grill:

Jimmie Dale Gilmore and Marty
Brown.

=

Film Festival. Music,
Humboldt

co-operative, 6 p.m., CCAT, 826-3551

ae.

a

4411, or pick up a brochure fromthe Ticket Office:

Et cetera

Theater, $9, $6 students.
Organizational meeting for Cycle

=

call 826by CenterArts. For more eventsand other information
All events presented

tion.

CenterArts, 8 p.m., Van Duzer

_

_

students, 442-6278 for more informa-

Friday, Theater Arts 117, $3.
Koichi Tamano and Harupin Ha
Butoh Dance Theater, presented by

iat

ae

Food Bazaar, 6-8 p.m., outside
Spring Equinox International Asian/Pacific

Theater in Eureka, 8

Quuesday

24

kite flying, noon, Samoa Beach.
Asian/Pacific

aa

y

Parenti, 7:30 p.m., Van Duzer

Asian/Pacific kite display, 6 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room.

Music

by CCAT, 5

presented
pm, won 97.

es
;
and folk art from China, 2am-3 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room.
Textiles

Saturday:

poetry and performance art through

“Elementary Education and English
Training in Belize: Environmental
Education in Gambia,” a Peace Corps

Origami workshop, 6:30 p.m., JGC Conference Room, 2nd floor.
Friday:

group

alana

el ai

informal discussion of stereotypes of Asian-American women by society.

826-3160 for more information.
“Loss aeTt . fs nage

Coast

a lecture by Heddy Dexter,
Media,”

6 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room, followed by an
Film “Slaying the Dragon,”

boot

“The Ancient Child,”

19 0) hurs

Ce

Slide show of Cambodia, 2:30 p.m., Goodwin Forum.

4
by a incase a”

Momaday’s

2.

oe

falas Vanek.

Film “Pele’s Appeal,” noon, Humboldt Cultural Center.

to Native American Literary Theory,”

sting ot

—

Taylor and

ambalaya: Teddy

Room

Film “In No One's Shadow,” noon, Gist Hall 221.

“Ethno-Poetics and its Relationship

Veta

..

.., Kate Buchanan

ce

“Carved

Film

Career

the

S

1

atur d a

.
Y

Music

Jambalaya: Hock-a-Loogie.
North Coast Inn: Bandit Band.

Ganenite
Faculty

artist series - Strin

caine Music, presented by HSU

music department, 8 p.m., Fulkerson

Campus Rape Awareness Week-

“Surviving Acquaintance Rape,” a
lecture by Ardienne Wolf-Lockett,
chair of HSU Task Force on Acquain-

Concerts
Buoa Xou Mua, 3 p.m., Van Duzer
Theater, $5.

tance Rape, 4-5 p.m., Blue Lounge,

Sports

ICC.

Six Rivers Running Club All-

“How to Choose a Major,” a
workshop presented by the Career

comers Track Medley Relay. Groups
and individuals welcome, 10 a.m.,

Development Center, 3-4:15 p.m.,

Redwood Bowl, 443-1226 for more

Nelson Hall West 130.

information.

.

Recital Hall, $4, $1 students.

°
Orriday

Music
Hotel Arcata: Off the Cuff.

San Francisco Taiko Dojo, Japanese
drummers, 8 p.m., Van Duzer
Theater, $13, $8 students.
Sports

Jambalaya: Small Fish.
North Coast Inn: The Minions.

Women’s softball vs. Sonoma State,
1:30 p.m. Arcata Sports Complex.

Raymond Kane and Bob Brozman,

Sacramento, 7:30 p.m., East Gym.

Concert

Hawaiian guitar styles, 8 p.m., Van
Duzer Theater, $10, $6 students.

and more, 7 p.m., Kate Buchanan
Room, $10.

8293 for registration
and information.

More,” sponsored by Temple Beth El.

Clam Beach during

sunset and moonrise, hosted by the

Sierra
Club, 826-1232 for more
information.

100th Monkey Benefit, featuring
—

arr Clan Dyken, and
p.m.-1 a.m., Humboldt Brewery,

advance, $7 at the door.

“Polymer Blends: Studies in the

of Nitrile Poly-

by Larry Kuch, 4
mers,” a lecture

p.m., Science A 564.

North Coast Inn
¢2 Eggs
e 2

Rain Benefit, hosted by Humboldt

parenting teens, 9:45 a.m.-3 p.m.,

Equinox Moonlight Walk, a

mi

Et cetera

Rainforest Action International,

Methodist Church in Eureka, 444-

at the

Men’s varsity volleyball vs. CSU

Et cetera

“Moving Forward Together,” a
conference for pregnant and

Y

Music

Film “Story of Vinh,” 2 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room.

onal a

ogo
y

hos

Development Center, noon, Nelson

stroll

“Terror in the Trenches,” a Dell‘Arte

es

ae f fe

Film “Blue Collar Buddha,” noon, Gist Hall 221.

aoe Sir

20

Et cetera

and Art
A Celebration of Asian/Pacific Life
ae

Jambalaya: Blues Jam with Thad

a

cror (March 18-24
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Wednesday, March 18, 1992

_. The Lumberjack

¢ 2 Sausage Links

featuring Jello Biafra, Mother Hips

>

« Hashbrowns
Re
ae ese
aeee T oas t
Soe,

“An Auction of Services and Much

es

|

“all for
only

Gourmet dinners, art work, and
more, 7 p.m., Carson Memorial

more information.
Wine-tasting party, Eureka Inn,

‘a.

443-8019 for more information,

22 Sunday
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7 days a
week

Fg

Talent Night
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Building in Eureka, 822-4224 for
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Stri

Bacon
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4975 Valley West Blvd.» Acata + (707)822-4861
Hwy. 101 to Giuntoli Exit , turn

right!
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28 _ Wednesday

This Wednesday through Sunday « March 18th - 22nd

Our Entire Stock of Climbing Equipment Will Be On Sale !

l1lmmx 165 ft. $119

reg. $155
1lmm x 165 ft. Dry $139
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reg. $185

10.5gam x 165 ft. $125
§159
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All Climbing Shoes
20% Off

9.8 mm x 165 ft. $119
reg. $145

\

9mm x 150 ft. $79

reg. $89
10.5mm x 165 ft. $99
reg. $125
Rivory Joanny
10.5mmx 165 ft. $99

MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
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$115
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$125
$133
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5th & Commerical » Downtown Eureka * 445-1711
Open Seven Days A Week ¢ Sale Limited To Stock On Hand
“

L ¢ FROG POND
NEWSPAPERS
MAGS, ONA
AL © INTERNATI
SAUNA CABINS
LIVE FOLK MUSIC ° TRADITION
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CAPPUCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR
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SUNDAY - THURSDAY: NOON TO 1PM
TO 1 AM
DAY:
FRIDAY & SATURNOON
— Gift Certificates Available —

S, ° CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
CORNER 5TH & J STREETARCATA
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